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“Get Away With It” Days
Are Surely Numbered
We now have a working relationship with Mr. San to be able to identify the corruption and the corrupters;
Juan and we appreciate the sharing of information with who, by the way, are the ones who—if anyone—will
him. We will be more closely connecting him with some experience a major migration that you even might call a
COMPUTER PROBLEMS GETTING WORSE
of his fellow research teammates, whom he knows about “rapture”. We intend to recover Earth for mankind,
Hatonn—We have lost our file twice this morning, so but with whom he has yet had little interchange.
reestablish a world in better circumstance and, yes,
We now wish to recognize Erick San Juan and offer remove the ill-begotten parasites from this beautiful
we will quickly rewrite enough of our information to at
that this man is a highly respected journalist and public Creation. And YES, this is a most important paragraph,
least cover the topic most important.
citizen who is working as diligently as possible to recover which will doubtlessly be lost to almost all—as they scan
MARCOS LEGACY REVISITED:
whatever “Lost Treasure” might be yet available around by to find what might be in this writing of interest to them,
RAIDERS OF THE LOST GOLD
the globe—for the Philippines.
personally. You know, the ongoing saga of Disneyland
In uncovering facts relative to the “so-called wealth” escapades in La-la-Oz.
This information we are offering as GOLD AND which may or may not exist as established or rumored, he
Where would these entities be reestablished? Where
OTHER INTERESTING THINGS is taken primarily and has uncovered so much corruption and treason as to make they can best destroy one another without devastating
most focused on the research and published works of his life quite miserable and DISALLOW the publishing, mankind really trying to get through the experiences of
ERICK SAN JUAN of the Philippines.
thus far, of his more important work. We will all take one human manifestation and allow for movement on into a
step at a time, for we are at war higher understanding in rightful placement among the
with NO ONE! We can work Brothers of the Cosmos.
CONTACT’S PUBLICATION DAY HAS CHANGED
WITH anyone—for in TRUTH and
I like to best describe it as finally evolving out of
with honor, we have no problems HELL, chelas. And yes, that IS most certainly A GOAL
Please note that due to a new arrangement with CONTACT’s printer, our in digging out of the Earth’s WORTHY OF ACCOMPLISHMENT.
publication day will be Wednesday instead of Monday of each week from BLACK HOLE of distressed
Therefore, bless the Falwells, Robertsons, Bushes,
now on. We apologize for any inconvenience this might cause you.
condition, through the very ones Satanists, etc., and may they go their way quickly and find
who got you into the nasty pit.
misery in some other location and out of our faces. But
To
do
this,
however,
you
have
PRE-SORTED
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alas, don’t count on it in your short-term thinking, for
GOOD must overcome BAD—and that means growing up
through the muck in a better way, if recovery is to be
established and order brought out of the chaos.
Do you question my sanity? How will the
“migration” go? Well, by their own hands, of course.
The more who leave on that fast boat to wherever, the
better for those remaining—and, oh boy, are there a bunch
lined up buying (literally) their tickets.
The term “rapture” is what misleads you—the nice
stable HUman [Higher Universal man]. You will note
that even the term is conjured and twisted to fool as many
people as possible “all the time”. THIS IS A
“RELIGIOUS” gimmick, nothing more. But it allows a
whole bunch of people to be “evacuated” to the lands
beyond the Sun and Moon, as in “beam” me up, Scotty!
They believe their own idiocy and millions upon millions
follow on.
Where does the promise take you? Into or “upon” the
clouds—and with whom? Jesus? Wow, “Jesus” was a
dub given a goodly and, yea, Christly teacher a long time
ago—AND AFTER THE FACT. That was not the
Teacher’s name, you know.
So, you are going to join Jesus in the clouds? Wow,
I could have made bets on that happening or not happening
because the Universal Law of natural physics demands
that objects heavier than air and clouds will FALL BACK
DOWN TO THE DENSITY OF SELF. Never mind the
pull of gravity; although electromagnetic energy is
involved, “gravity”, as such, is not. An object seeks ITS
OWN DENSITY. But that is another lesson, already well
covered.
So, you blast off to the clouds and there, surely
enough, is some type of holographic rainbow surrounding
you but once within it, there is no visible evidence—or
physical evidence—of it. You can visualize a holographic
image only looking at it and not while within it. When
you get within it, you become part of it. So, you are there
in the illusion? Is that a physical manifestation, or are you
dead and dispersed? If you are remaining IN IT, you are
physically dead and dispersed or you would “fall down”,
chelas. If you are still “physical”, then you are going to
have to have some carrier or you are going to definitely
“fall down”. And, why do I use the term “down”?
Because you won’t be far enough off the ground—
remember those clouds—to go elsewhere, except in spirit
vapor.
But even suppose you could make it, then what? How
are you going to EAT? Where are you going to sleep?
Who will be bunting you? What the heck are you going
to do in the clouds? Oh, yes, “milk” and “honey”. From
WHERE are you going to get milk and honey? And oh,
yes, it is the “streets” that are milk and honey—they are
not on your dinner table, of which you have none anyway.
Now, is this not some ridiculous comedy of a play
unfolding here? And GOD is going to save you? WHO?
GOD and YOU decided to put you on Earth through a
joint decision—FOR THE DURATION OF YOUR
PHYSICAL LIFESPAN IN YOUR CURRENT ROLE.
Why would God get you off—like whisk, whisk, vamoose,
ta-da?
Oh yes, and this happens right after you go to war and
tear down the mosque on Temple Mount in the Holy Land
and rebuild Solomon’s Temple there instead—for any
“Christian” remaining alive, if perchance one makes it
through. Now, does this REALLY sound right? It sounds
worse than what a court jester could conjure to entertain
the idiot king.
And, by the way, WHERE exactly is this big rapture
liftoff supposed to happen? Well, yes, since you have to

depend on craft to pick you up, perchance you “make it” UP:
Where are you going to stage this big event? Hummnnn, is
that also God’s problem? Well, it surely looks to me like it
is YOUR problem. NO, IT IS NOT “MY” PROBLEM!
And do YOU really think the Cosmic BROTHERS are
going to rush over and scoop you out of your own game,
wherein you are given full rights to FREE-WILL CHOICES?
IS ALL THIS SOMEWHAT OF A REVELATION TO
YOU READERS? AND HOW MANY READERS MIGHT
WE HAVE? Oh, well, along about now, perchance a few
thousand? Will we be crowded after the Big One (whichever
comes first)? I don’t think so but the exact and perfect number
of people will be present—GOD WORKS THAT WAY.
No, I do not care how many “readers” of, say, CONTACT
go away. If you choose shape-shifters and bogeymen to
TRUTH—and you have been long with ME—then I welcome
your absence and can hardly wait to clear out the deadwood,
nose-growing stickers-in-our-backsides.
And who tells you it is NOT THIS WAY? WHO? TRY
AGAIN: WHO? Name one other thing they have told you
that is in TRUTH? Or better put, perhaps: Name anything
they have told you that is actually correct—and how many
things have they done WRONG? Criminally wrong!?
The Holocaust—of which we are again offering some
insight—is one of those figments conjured for shock value
and a foundation upon which to build one of the most
fantastic lies in history—but not yet THE, by any means,
greatest. The tales through the eons have actually gotten quite
piddley, as you have regressed into ignorance and stupor. This
is but a FABRICATION; you had a lot of the “real thing” in
such as the Inquisition and Crusades. But “this lie” is all
about greed and get the gold and is, thus, ever so much more
dreary and unimpressive and truly without imagination. But
then, Satan has NEVER had to be creative, has he?
WORST OR BEST?
So, is this the worst time in history or the BEST? Oh my,
by far the very BEST. And are you going to miss the people
who choose to push you out and go their way while taking all
they can steal from you? Would you miss the blows of the
hammer upon your head when they stop? Do you miss the
flood drowning you when it recedes? Do you miss the
starvation when food is upon your table and in your tummy?
Are YOU ever so much a bit short-sighted?
You of GOD have everything in the physical arena to
accomplish peace, prosperity and righteousness. The question
is: Can you use it? Yes, so the greater question is: WILL
YOU? Yes, some will and it will be enough! Let the
imbeciles and greedy little snitches fall off the edge, and
perhaps they can shape-shift enough to fly—but I doubt it. It
is not mine or yours to intervene in their games and choices.
DO YOU SEE? YOU CANNOT “SAVE” ANYONE’S
SOUL “FOR” THEM, NOR DO YOU HAVE A RIGHT TO
INTERFERE WITH THEIR OWN DIRECTION OF SOUL
FLOW.
You must do the RESPONSIBLE thing and take back
what is right, and then send the thieves packing to wherever
is appropriate—and, in some instances, it is to jail, my friends.
GOD ALLOWS! You discern and act in WISDOM and in
RIGHT RESPONSIBILITY. It is ACCEPTANCE of these
evil games and actions that has allowed the LIE TO BECOME
THE WAY. When YOU refuse to stop the silly nonsense of
the demand for forgiveness WITHOUT RETRIBUTION, you
are as silly as the tricksters. I do NOT want sillies on my
crew—I must have total dependability and follow-through.
And, no, I do not care what “somebody” told you—if they did
not tell you these truths, they are not your friend and should
not be your teacher.
But it costs so much to take this legal stand? Then get
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busy and get the funds! And, no, done properly, it costs very,
very little. However, the way you have thus far handled it, it
NOW requires great input—but we need to keep the lawyers
alive also, in order to have some available for the proper use
of the laws and “their” knowledge of how to structure
contracts and business protection to secure from the grabbers.
And YES, chelas, I AM A GOOD LAWYER, IN FACT, and
we have structured our central programs very well, indeed!
Even the legal RAIDERS have been unable to break the
contracts, duplicate the documents authentically OR do more
than further confuse the already confused. And yes, we do it
with open publication of terms and considerations as to
agreements with the big, dark-secret opposition teams. We are
not out to KILL anyone, even crime or criminals. We are only
out to build an opportunity for survival, growth and finally
freedom, for all—even the delinquents playing in the mudhole.
So, will you who are the nucleus team be able to sustain
the paper and those things “back home”? That is up to YOU.
It changes very little, except as to convenience, if you must
shut down everything, including rentals. You will have a
month or so to “hold” and then, if everything is TAKEN, you
can go if pushed away under eviction. STOP LIVING IN
FEAR and you will surely better enjoy the journey into better
Light. We are going to accomplish exactly what we came to
get done, and that means allowance of ability for the ones
doing the job—to best get it done.
If you “lose” everything of physical, what have you really
lost? When there are funds, and yes there will be, you can
replace every thing lost—if such be just “things”. The animals
must not be left, do you see? And you can move computers,
etc. prior to any eviction because the LAW REALLY DOES
PROTECT YOU from what happened at Adam Drive. The
LAW would never have allowed that to happen and it shall be
met head-on in court, when convenient and appropriate. Then
it will be handled both civilly and under criminal charges—
depending on our decisions regarding the matter. There is
certainly no hurry now that the, so to speak, horse is out of the
barn and deaded. We will take our priorities in order and that
is a long way DOWN THE LIST, for the pain and taking is
already done—why do foolish things now? And the further
people PUSH, the more costly it becomes—TO THEM.
Does anyone realize, even Ekkers, that they need not ever
return to set foot on U.S. soil—ever again? They are loved—
yea, even adored—right in the Philippines, and the plea from
the people is to “not” leave here. And yes, they could make
it nicely on their Social Security “over here”. Right now, the
entire Social Security is going to legal fees and general
expenses of the crew back home and, yes, to pay the hotel bills
accrued. So, can our team make it? OF COURSE! For even
if you have to go back to sharing up a dwelling or doing
something else, you certainly CAN make it a few more weeks.
“Loss” is ONLY IN THE MIND. Remember that the HAY
is reaching perfection of harvest—while you fail to even
notice. If you bundle it too soon, it molds; if you keep it
untended, it spoils—perfection is knowing when to bail it and
when to let it ripen. Most involved have not been put out one
iota by our circumstances, and those who have helped out
WILL RECEIVE ABUNDANTLY IN RETURN—FOR
THAT IS ALREADY BEING SECURED.
What we will decide to do in the future will now be free
of strings, and decisions will be without pressure and in wise
actions—not forced necessity. I repeat for my crew that money
(actual funds) HAS BEEN TRANSFERRED—it is only now
a matter of getting the banks to move it properly and
appropriately. Life truly is, even in the banking community,
what happens while you are making other plans. We have
interruptions by things such as death of responsible persons, to
hospitalization of the signatory for release, to failure to
conclude certain inane and absurd paperwork. And no, this
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does not even involve THE PROGRAM underway. And yes,
it IS underway, but only in the first stage of ability to start up
with any kind of “order”. And yes, this is exactly the sequence
of events most suitable for our needs. We also need ability to
clear decks and focus attention away from the drag-lines, get
on with the stabilizing, look around for best next action, secure
our businesses PROPERLY—and then move forward clean
and secure. And yes, indeed, we DO HAVE A TEAM that
can do it—“domestic and foreign”, I believe is your term for
this procedure.
What will happen in the U.S.A.? With this project? I
don’t know and do not care a whit. The U.S. is, as presented,
the Elite Jewish Zionist Homeland. What is left of the united
States of America is of great concern and whatever can be
utilized legally there shall be provided. Our thrust—under the
prevailing circumstances—is with the Sovereign Native
American Citizens and their Sovereign nations. We have no
wish nor purpose to do anything to or for the FEDERAL
SHYSTERS OF THE U.S. GOVERNMENT. We can work
WITH any branch of any organization—including the U.S.—
but we certainly have no cause to do so. Our agreements, as
public notices, are to NOT attend anything in the U.S.
domestically. And since there is no working program
OTHERWISE ESTABLISHED AT THIS TIME, this is the
contract upon which we function. We make no demands on
anyone even working with us—except that they must sign
legally binding contracts to use their funds in humanitarian
projects, etc. We realize we cannot even control what they do
further than that—but we do not bend on what happens with
our portion! We base the transaction totally on hard value,
which is retained by the operating bank involved, and we then
are allowed to remove some 20% for projects—borrowed
against the hard-value collateral. Most of that we will also
pour right back into the infrastructure of the nation funding.
The rest will be provided to the Native Americans for building
their own nations—THEMSELVES, based on the same
principle of gaining funding—with a substantial base of hard
commodity to support their currency 100%.
Too good to be true? No, totally THE HONORABLE
thing to have been done since inception of monetary concepts
of exchange. Freedom of money exchange in value—for
value—means FREEDOM. WOULD YOU EXPECT LESS
OF GOD IN ANSWER TO THE BILLIONS OF TRUE
PRAYERS FOR RECOVERY AND FREEDOM OF
NATIONS OF YOUR GLOBE? If you truly expected LESS,
then you are not of GOD OF CREATION AND LIGHT!
Check your own inner compass. Are you in the hologram or
the reality?
Will there be cases of those trying to usurp—for their own
purposes and greed—our property? Of course, UNTIL THEY
LEARN IT SIMPLY DOES NOT “PAY”. Why steal a car
when the owner is transferring the title and handing you the
keys? There are fools but these get to be less in numbers as
understanding of RESPONSIBILITY shifts into the BETTER
WAY.
CAN IT BE ACCOMPLISHED? YES, INDEED. IT
IS ALREADY ACCOMPLISHED—YOU JUST HAVE
TO CATCH UP AND LEARN YOUR LINES IN THIS
SCRIPT, CHELAS.
And to you who choose the “rapture”—whoop-eee!
Go for it, but remember in the rapture—unlike an airplane
ride—the takeoff can “getcha” as badly as the bad landing.
And to our little nit-picker, self-proclaimed
“enemies”: Have a nice day—for the “get away with
it” days are surely numbered!
Salu, and surely, if you ask in sincere petition in
willingness to change your attitudes to truth, justice and
brotherhood—GOD IS WITH YOU AND IN YOUR
TOTAL SERVICE.
dharma
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Did Six Million Really Die?
(Part 3)
SEE IT AND WONDER WHAT KEPT YOU BLIND
FOR SO LONG!
With this explanation and thank you, we will
APPRECIATION
proceed with: Did Six Million Really Die?— PART 3,
Hatonn—I would open today’s article with an offer by Richard Harwood. [QUOTING:]
of appreciation to you readers and especially to the staff
3. POPULATION AND EMIGRATION
who must sort, paste and try to put all this seemingly
disconnected material into reasonable sequence and
Statistics relating to Jewish populations are not
identification.
It needs to be in bits and pieces to appropriately everywhere known in precise detail; approximations for
honor sources without tampering with information as various countries differ widely, and it is also unknown
presented originally and with comments inserted only as exactly how many Jews were deported and interned at
any one time between the years 1939-1945. In general,
notations.
The information which is yet waiting to come to however, what reliable statistics there are, especially
your attention is even more “incredible” and you need those relating to emigration, are sufficient to show that
this background to see all of the connections which you not a [significant] fraction of six million Jews could
will, as Sherlock, discover. I realize it is difficult to have been exterminated.
In the first place, this claim cannot remotely be
have interruptions as in “series” material but, on the
upheld
on examination of the European Jewish
other hand, it also allows you to have pieces less likely
missed than in simply publishing 500 pages of material population figures. According to Chambers
dumped onto you. Of necessity, CONTACT has to be Encyclopedia, the total number of Jews living in prekept to 24 pages, for that is all that can be afforded, War Europe was 6,500,000. Quite clearly, this would
and other material is also pertinent and mandatory— mean that almost the entire number was exterminated.
But the Baseler Nachrichten, a neutral Swiss
even to any information from these series offerings.
We also need to keep you up on other things— publication employing available Jewish statistical data,
even, for instance, when we have new product in the established that between 1933 and 1945, 1,500,000
health line, for you deserve that ongoing information emigrated to Britain, Sweden, Spain, Portugal,
and even more—so that as we climb out of the Australia, China, India, Palestine and the United States.
devastating assaults and thefts, we will be able to build This is confirmed by the Jewish journalist Bruno Blau,
in the New York Jewish
again. I do not want us as this paper to even consider who cites the same figure
th
paper
Aufbau,
August
13
,
1948.
Of these emigrants,
paid advertising—as in just open it up, as THE
approximately
400,000
came
from
Germany before
SPOTLIGHT has to do to survive—for the expense is
too great, if it can be avoided at all. Anything we offer September 1939. This is acknowledged by the World
is valid, verified and not an advertising “gimmick”. We Jewish Congress in its publication Unity in Dispersion
will continue to push hard our known authors—i.e., (p. 377), which states that: “The majority of the
Mullins, Phillips, et al.—because they are outstanding German Jews succeeded in leaving Germany before the
in TRUTH and we will simply set forth a foundation of war broke out.” In addition to the German Jews,
some kind to get them a “living”, so that they have to 220,000 of the total 280,000 Austrian Jews had
make no compromises. We have a long list, all the way emigrated by September, 1939 while from March 1939
and inclusive of such as THE SPOTLIGHT itself and onwards the Institute for Jewish Emigration in Prague
no, they do NOT even know it. We don’t want had secured the emigration of 260,000 Jews from
accolades—we want truth to have the opportunity to former Czechoslovakia. In all, only 360,000 Jews
flow. And no, we don’t have anything yet, so this remained in Germany, Austria and Czechoslovakia
speech is, yes, totally academic. But, with God, after September 1939. From Poland, an estimated
promises are KEPT and they must be “kept” through 500,000 had emigrated prior to the outbreak of war.
His team as it is processed into human physical These figures mean that the number of Jewish emigrants
possibility. We on this team are all working toward the from other European countries (France, the Netherlands,
same goal and even though many got distracted, we will Italy, the countries of Eastern Europe, etc.) was
grow and abundance will come to pass in its proper approximately 120,000.
This exodus of Jews BEFORE and DURING
sequence—and meanwhile, nothing is “less” because of
HOSTILITIES,
therefore, reduces the number of Jews
seeming delays.
in
Europe
to
approximately
5,000,000. In addition to
Therefore, we as contributors to the journalistic
excellence of this paper will continue as we can do so. these emigrants, we must also include the number of
Jews who fled to the Soviet Union after 1939 and who
At this time, this is the way it IS!
You might ask: “But what does taking of gold were later evacuated beyond reach of the German
from Switzerland by the World Jewish Congress have invaders. It will be shown below that the majority of
to do with the price of tea in China or the state of the these, about 1,250,000, were migrants from Poland.
Philippines Stock Exchange (by the way, now But apart from Poland, Reitlinger admits that 300,000
CLOSED) in Manila?” EVERYTHING! LET THE other European Jews slipped into Soviet territory
PIECES REVEAL THE TRUTH, AND YOU WILL between 1939 and 1941. This brings the total of Jewish
3/8/00—#2
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emigrants to the Soviet Union to about 1,550,000. In
Colliers magazine, June 9 th, 1945, Freiling Foster,
writing of the Jews in Russia, explained that “2,200,000
have migrated to the Soviet Union since 1939 to escape
from the Nazis”, but our lower estimate is probably
more accurate.
Jewish migration to the Soviet Union, therefore,
reduces the number of Jews within the sphere of
German occupation to around 3-1/2 million,
approximately 3,450,000. From these should be
deducted those Jews living in neutral European
countries who escaped the consequences of the War.
According to the 1942 World Almanac (p. 594) the
number of Jews living in Gibraltar, Britain, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Ireland and Turkey was
413,128.
3 MILLION JEWS IN EUROPE
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due to the fact that the latter figures are pre-War
estimates unaffected by emigration, which from these
countries accounted for about 120,000 (see above).
This cross-checking, therefore, confirms the estimate of
approximately 2 million European Jews under German
occupation.
[H: The proof you seek is in the final counting,
readers, for if there were not 6 million Jews
available—AND A WHOLE BIG BUNCH DID
SURVIVE TO WALK AWAY AND COLLECT
RESTITUTION, INTO THE BILLIONS AND
BILLIONS OF DOLLARS—HOW MANY
“COULD” HAVE DIED? THESE KINDS OF
NUMBERS DO NOT LIE. It is also noted here
that great numbers of Jews have come BACK to
claim that they were falsely identified as “dead”, and
it is found that they had deliberately listed
themselves as “deceased” or “exterminated” but now
A figure, consequently, of around 3 million Jews in are somehow reincarnated to receive restitution
German-occupied Europe is as accurate as the available payments. I didn’t make up this truth, my good
emigration statistics will allow. Approximately the friends; I am simply stating facts.]
same number, however, can be deduced in another way,
if we examine statistics for the Jewish populations
RUSSIAN JEWS EVACUATED
remaining in countries occupied by the Reich. More
The precise figures concerning Russian Jews are
than half of those Jews who migrated to the Soviet
Union after 1939 came from Poland. [H: This is, of unknown, and have, therefore, been the subject of extreme
course, with one very major exception and that is the exaggeration. The Jewish statistician Jacob Leszczynski
one who migrated to the Vatican as POPE.] It is states that in 1939 there were 2,100,000 Jews living in
frequently claimed that the war with Poland added some future German-occupied Russia, i.e., Western Russia. In
3 million Jews to the German sphere of influence and addition, some 260,000 lived in the Baltic States of
that almost the whole of this Polish Jewish population Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. According to Louis Levine,
remaining was “exterminated”. This is a major factual President of the American Jewish Council for Russian
error. The 1931 Jewish population census for Poland Relief, who made a post-War tour of the Soviet Union and
put the number of Jews at 2,732,600 (Reitlinger, Die submitted a report on the status of Jews there, the majority
Endlosung, p. 36). Reitlinger states that at least of these numbers were evacuated east after the German
1,170,000 of these were in the Russian zone occupied armies launched their invasion. In Chicago, on October
in the autumn of 1939, about a million of whom were 30th, 1946, he declared that: “At the outset of the War,
evacuated to the Urals and south Siberia after the Jews were amongst the first evacuated from the western
German invasion of June 1941 (ibid. p. 50). As regions threatened by the Hitlerite invaders, and shipped to
described above, an estimated 500,000 Jews had safety east of the Urals. Two million Jews were thus
emigrated from Poland prior to the War. Moreover, the saved.” This high number is confirmed by the Jewish
journalist Raymond Arthur Davis, who spent the War journalist David Bergelson, who wrote in the Moscow
in the Soviet Union, observed that approximately Yiddish paper Ainikeit, December 5th, 1942 that, “Thanks
250,000 had already fled from German-occupied Poland to the evacuation, the majority (80%) of the Jews in the
to Russia between 1939 and 1941 and were to be Ukraine, White Russia, Lithuania and Latvia before the
encountered in every Soviet province (Odyssey Through arrival of the Germans were rescued.” Reitlinger agrees
Hell, N.Y., 1946). Subtracting these figures from the with the Jewish authority Joseph Schechtmann, who admits
population of 2,732,600, therefore, and allowing for the that huge numbers were evacuated, though he estimates a
normal population increase, no more than 1,100,000 slightly higher number of Russian and Baltic Jews left
Polish Jews could have been under German rule at the under German occupation, between 650,000 and 850,000
end of 1939 (Gutachen des Instituts fur Zeitgeschichte (Reitlinger, The Final Solution, p. 499). In respect of
these Soviet Jews remaining in German territory, it will be
Munich, 1956, p. 80).
To this number we may add the 360,000 Jews proved later that in the War, in Russia, no more than one
remaining in Germany, Austria and former hundred thousand persons were killed by the German
Czechoslovakia (Bohemia-Moravia and Slovakia) after Action Groups as partisans and Bolshevik commissars, not
the extensive emigration from those countries prior to all of whom were Jews. By contrast, the partisans
the War, described above. Of the 320,000 French themselves claimed to have murdered five times that
Jews, the Public Prosecutor representing that part of the number of German troops.
indictment relating to France at the Nuremberg Trials
“SIX MILLION” UNTRUE
stated that 120,000 Jews were deported, though
ACCORDING TO NEUTRAL SWISS
Reitlinger estimates only about 50,000. Thus, the total
number of Jews under Nazi rule remains below two
It is clear, therefore, that the Germans could not
million. Deportations from the Scandinavian countries
were few, and from Bulgaria none at all. When the possibly have gained control over or exterminated anything
Jewish populations of Holland (140,000), Belgium like six million Jews. Excluding the Soviet Union, the
(40,000), Italy (50,000), Yugoslavia (55,000), Hungary number of Jews in Nazi-occupied Europe after emigration
(380,000) and Romania (725,000) are included, the was scarcely more than three million, by no means all of
figure does not much exceed 3 million. This excess is whom were interned. To approach the extermination of
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even half of six million would have meant the liquidation
of every Jew living in Europe. And yet, it is known that
large numbers of Jews were alive in Europe AFTER 1945.
Philip Friedmann in Their Brother’s Keepers (N.Y., 1957,
p. 13), states that “at least a million Jews survived in the
very crucible of the Nazi hell”, while the official figure of
the Jewish Joint Distribution Committee is 1,555,660.
Thus, even if one-accepts the latter estimate, the number of
possible wartime Jewish deaths could not have exceeded a
limit of one and-a-half million. Precisely this conclusion
was reached by the reputable journal Baseler Nachrichten
of neutral Switzerland. In an article entitled, “Wie hoch ist
die Zahl der Judischen Opfer?” (“How high is the number
of Jewish victims?”, June 13, 1946), it explained that
purely on the basis of the population and emigration figures
described above, a maximum of only one-and-a-half million
Jews “could” be numbered as casualties. Later on,
however, it will be demonstrated conclusively that the
number was actually far less, for the Baseler Nachrichten
accepted the joint Distribution Committee’s figure of
1,559,600 survivors after the War, but WE SHALL
SHOW THAT THE NUMBER OF CLAIMS FOR
COMPENSATION BY JEWISH SURVIVORS IS MORE
THAN DOUBLE THAT FIGURE. This information was
not available to the Swiss in 1946.
IMPOSSIBLE BIRTH RATE
Indisputable evidence is also provided by the post-War
world Jewish population statistics. The World Almanac of
1938 gives the number of Jews in the world as 16,588,259.
But after the War, the New York Times, February 22nd,
1948 placed the number of Jews in the world at a minimum
of 15,600,000 and a maximum of 18,700,000. Quite
obviously, these figures make it impossible for the number
of Jewish wartime casualties to be measured in anything
but thousands. 15-1/2 million in 1938 minus the alleged
six million leaves nine million; the New York Times figures
would mean, therefore, that the world’s Jews produced
seven million births, almost doubling their numbers, in the
space of ten years. This is patently ridiculous.
It would appear, therefore, that the great majority of the
missing “six million” were, in fact, emigrants—emigrants
to the European countries, to the Soviet Union and the
United States BEFORE, DURING AND AFTER THE
WAR. And emigrants, also, in vast numbers to Palestine
during and especially at the end of the War. After 1945,
boat-loads of these Jewish survivors entered Palestine
illegally from Europe, causing considerable embarrassment
to the British Government of the time; indeed, so great were
the numbers that the H.M. Stationery Office Publication
No. 190 (November 5th, 1946) described them as “almost
amounting to a second Exodus”.
It was these emigrants to all parts of the world who
had swollen the world Jewish population to between 15 and
18 millions by 1948, and probably the greatest part of them
were emigrants to the United States, who entered in
VIOLATION OF THE QUOTA LAWS. On August 16,
1963, David Ben Gurion, President of Israel, stated that
although the official Jewish population of America was said
to be 5,600,000, “the total number would not be estimated
too high at 9,000,000” (Deutsche Wochenzeitung,
November 23rd, 1963). The reason for this high figure is
underlined by Albert Maisal in his article “OUR NEWEST
Americans” (Readers Digest, January 1957), for he reveals
that “Soon after World War II, by Presidential decree, 90
percent of all quota visas for Central and Eastern Europe
were issued to the uprooted”.
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Reprinted on this page is just one extract from
hundreds that regularly appear in the obituary columns of
Aufbau, the Jewish-American weekly published in New
York (June 16th, 1972). It shows how Jewish emigrants to
the United States SUBSEQUENTLY CHANGED THEIR
NAMES. For example, as below: Arthur Kingsley
(formerly Dr. Knigsberger of Frankfurt) [H: and four
family members]. Could it be that some or all of these
people whose names are “deceased” were included in the
missing six million of Europe?
[END OF QUOTING, PART 3]
Ah, indeed, good people—clever, shrewd and I might
add: expensive. How are YOU ever going to gain
retribution for this outrageous game? Some of those very
Jews have now taken over and RUN THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA, AS IN “GOVERNMENT”. It’s
a nice game, I suppose, if you work it right for yourselves.
The world weeps for you, while you laugh all the way to
the bank!
I also have a question for the master magicians: “How
did all those billions of dollars get shifted, along with gold,
into Swiss banks from all those dead people—before,
during or after the ordeal?”
I am also a bit interested in some things I witness
in our own “old” circles of acquaintances. Some who
actually bashed, abused and literally joined the
opposition now come back asking for a place on our
ark—and, by they way, “throw me a life-line, please”
so I don’t sink. This while there is not yet a finished
ark to even occupy. Yes, indeed, Dharma does have
some “bad moments”. We are still pleased to see,
however, it is only because there is not yet success to
share. We will make it, friends, and until we do—
YOU MUST. The donkey is all but broken!
This is not complaint; this is facing the facts while we
create a better pathway.
You must realize that, even as people, nations must get
about as low as they can go to change, take power from the
corrupted and corrupters, and re-set the sails to catch the
new wind. We’ll do it, but not if we sink our own ship
with barnacles before we get underway.
Salu
dharma
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Did Six Million Really Die?
(Part 4)
3/10/00—#1
4. THE SIX MILLION
DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE
From the foregoing, it would seem certain that the
figure of six million murdered Jews amounts to nothing
more than a vague compromise between several quite
baseless estimates; there is not a shred of documentary
evidence for it that is trustworthy. Occasionally, writers
narrow it down to give a disarming appearance of
authenticity. Lord Russell of Liverpool, for example, in
his The Scourge of the Swastika (London, 1954) claimed
that “not less than five million” died in German
concentration camps, having satisfied himself that he was
somewhere between those who estimated 6 million and
those who preferred 4 million. But, he admitted, “the
real number will never be known”. If so, it is difficult
to know how he could have asserted “not less than five
million”. The Joint Distribution Committee favors
5,012,000, but the Jewish “expert” Reitlinger suggests a
novel figure of 4,192,200 “missing Jews”, of whom an
estimated one-third died of natural causes. This would
reduce the number deliberately “exterminated” to
2,796,000. However, Dr. M. Perlsweig, the New York
delegate to a World Jewish Congress press conference
held at Geneva in 1948 stated: “The price of the
downfall of National Socialism and Fascism is the fact
that seven million Jews lost their lives thanks to cruel
anti-Semitism.” In the press and elsewhere, the figure is
often casually lifted to eight million or sometimes even
nine million. As we have proved in the previous chapter,
none of these figures are in the remotest degree
plausible; indeed, they are ridiculous.

FANTASTIC EXAGGERATIONS
So far as is known, the first accusation against the
Germans of the mass murder of Jews in War-time
Europe was made by the Polish Jew Rafael Lemkin, in
his book Axis Rule in Occupied Europe, published in
New York in 1943. Somewhat coincidentally, Lemkin
was later to draw up the UN Genocide Convention,
which seeks to outlaw “racialism”. His book claimed
that the Nazis had destroyed millions of Jews, perhaps as
many as six million. This, by 1943, would have been
remarkable, indeed, since the action was allegedly started
only in the summer of 1942. At such a rate, the entire
world Jewish population would have been exterminated
by 1945.
After the War, propaganda estimates spiraled to
heights even more fantastic. Kurt Gerstein, an anti-Nazi
who claimed to have infiltrated the S.S., told the French
interrogator Raymond Cartier that he knew that no less
than forty million concentration camp internees had been
gassed. In his first signed memorandum of April 26,
1945, he brought the figure closer to the six million
preferred at the Nuremberg Trials. Gerstein’s sister was
congenitally insane and died by euthanasia, which may
well suggest a streak of mental instability in Gerstein,
himself. He had, in fact, been convicted in 1936 of
sending eccentric mail through the post. After his two
“confessions”, he hanged himself at Cherche Midi Prison
in Paris.
Gerstein alleged that during the War he passed on
information concerning the murder of Jews to the
Swedish Government through a German baron, but for
some inexplicable reason his report was “filed away and
forgotten”. He also claimed that in August 1942 he
informed the Papal Nuncio in Berlin about the whole
“extermination program”, but the reverend person merely
told him to “Get out.” The Gerstein statements abound
with claims to have witnessed the most gigantic mass
executions (twelve thousand in a single day at Belzec),
while the second memorandum describes a visit by Hitler
to a concentration camp in Poland on June 6th, 1942,
which is known never to have taken place.
Gerstein’s fantastic exaggerations have done little
but discredit the whole notion of mass extermination.
Indeed, Evangelical Bishop Wilhelm Dibelius of Berlin
denounced his memoranda as “untrustworthy” (H.
Rothfels,
“Augenzeugenbericht
zu
den
Massenvergasungen” in Vierteljahrshefte fur
Zeitgeschichte, April 1953). It is an incredible fact,
however, that in spite of this denunciation, the German
Government in 1955 issued an edition of the second
Gerstein memorandum for distribution in German
schools (Dokumentation zur Massenvergasung, Bonn,
1955). In it they stated that Dibelius placed his special
confidence in Gerstein and that the memoranda were
“valid beyond any doubt”. This is a striking example of
the way in which the baseless charge of genocide by the
Nazis is perpetuated in Germany and directed especially
to the youth.
The story of six million Jews exterminated during
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the War was given final authority at the Nuremberg Trials
by the statement of Dr. Wihelm Hoettl. He had been an
assistant of Eichmann’s, but was, in fact, a rather strange
person in the service of American Intelligence, who had
written several books under the pseudonym of Walter
Hagen. Hoettl who also worked for Soviet espionage,
collaborating with two Jewish emigrants from Vienna,
Perger and Verber, who acted as U.S. officers during the
preliminary inquiries of the Nuremberg Trials. It is
remarkable that the testimony of this highly dubious
person, Hoettl, is said to constitute the only “proof”
regarding the murder of six million Jews. In his affidavit
of November 26th, 1945, he stated, not that he knew but
that Eichmann had “told him” in August 1944 in
Budapest, that a total of 6 million Jews had been
exterminated. Needless to say, Eichmann never
corroborated this claim at his trial. Hoettl was working as
an American spy during the whole of the latter period of
the War, and it is, therefore, very odd, indeed, that he
never gave the slightest hint to the Americans of the policy
to murder Jews, even though he worked directly under
Heydrich and Eichmann.

paper—at least no copy of it has yet been unearthed. It
was probably given verbally to Goering, Himmler and
Heydrich, who passed it down…” (p. 1148).
A typical example of the kind of “proof” quoted in
support of the extermination legend is given by Manvell
and Frankl. They cite a memorandum of 31st July, 1941
sent by Goering to Heydrich, who headed the Reich
Security Head Office and was Himmler’s deputy.
Significantly, the memorandum begins: “Supplementing
the task that was assigned to you on 24th January 1939, to
solve the Jewish problem by means of emigration and
evacuation in the best possible way according to present
conditions…”. The supplementary task assigned in the
memorandum is a “total solution (Gesamtlosung) of the
Jewish question within the area of German influence in
Europe”, which the authors admit means concentration in
the East, and it requests preparations for the
“organizational, financial and material matters” involved.
The memorandum then requests a future plan for the
“desired final solution” (Endlosung), which clearly refers
to the ideal and ultimate scheme of emigration and
evacuation mentioned at the beginning of the directive.
NO MENTION WHATEVER IS MADE OF
MURDERING PEOPLE, BUT MANVELL AND
FRANKL ASSURE US THAT THIS IS WHAT THE
MEMORANDUM IS REALLY ABOUT. AGAIN, OF
COURSE, THE “TRUE NATURE” OF THE FINAL, AS
DISTINCT FROM THE TOTAL, SOLUTION “WAS
MADE KNOWN ONLY TO HEYDRICH BY
GOERING VERBALLY” (ibid, p. 118). The
convenience of these “verbal” directives issuing back and
forth is obvious.

ABSENCE OF EVIDENCE
It should be emphasized straight away that there is not
a single document in existence which proves that the
Germans intended, or carried out, the deliberate murder of
Jews. In Poliakov and Wulf’s Das Dritte Reich and die
Juden: Dokumente and Aufsatze (Berlin, 1955), the most
that they can assemble are statements extracted after the
War from people like Hoettl, Ohlendorf and Wisliceny,
the latter under torture in a Soviet prison. In the absence
of any evidence, therefore, Poliakov is forced to write:
“The three or four people chiefly involved in drawing up
the plan for total extermination are dead, and no
documents survive.” This seems very convenient. Quite
obviously, both the plan and the “three or four” people are
nothing but nebulous assumptions on the part of the writer
and are entirely unprovable. The documents which do
survive, of course, make no mention at all of
extermination, so that writers like Poliakov and Reitlinger
again make the convenient assumption that such orders
were generally “verbal”. Though lacking any
documentary proof, they assume that a plan to murder
Jews must have originated in 1941, coinciding with the
attack on Russia. Phase one of the plan is alleged to have
involved the massacre of Soviet Jews, a claim we shall
disprove later. The rest of the programme is supposed to
have begun in March 1942, with the deportation and
concentration of European Jews in the eastern camps of
the Polish Government-General, such as the giant
industrial complex at Auschwitz near Cracow. The
fantastic and quite groundless assumption throughout is
that transportation to the East, supervised by Eichmann’s
department, actually meant immediate extermination in
ovens on arrival.
According to Manvel and Frankl (Heinrich Himmler,
London, 1965), the policy of genocide “seems to have
been arrived at” after “secret discussions” between Hitler
and Himmler (p. 118), though they fail to prove it.
Reitlinger and Poliakov guess along similar “verbal” lines,
adding that no one else was allowed to be present at these
discussions and no records were ever kept of them. This
is the purest invention, for there is not a shred of evidence
that even suggests such outlandish meetings took place.
William Shirer, in his The Rise and Fall of the Third
Reich, is similarly muted on the subject of documentary
proof. He states weakly that Hitler’s supposed order for
the murder of Jews “apparently was never committed to

THE WANNSEE CONFERENCE
The final details of the plan to exterminate Jews were
supposed to have been made at a conference at Gross
Wannsee in Berlin on 20th January, 1942, presided over by
Heydrich (Poliakov, Das Dritte Reich und die Juden, p.
120 ff; Reitlinger, The Final Solution, p. 95 ff). Officials
of all German ministries were present, and Muller and
Eichmann represented the Gestapo Head Office.
Reitlinger and Manvell and Frankl consider the minutes of
this conference to be their trump card in proving the
existence of a genocide plan, but the truth is that no such
plan was even mentioned and, what is more, they freely
admit this. Manvell and Frankl explain it away rather
lamely by saying that “The minutes are shrouded in the
form of officialdom that cloaks the real significance of the
words and terminology that are used” (The Incomparable
Crime, London, 1967, p. 46), which really means that they
intend to interpret them in their own way. What Heydrich
actually said was that, as in the memorandum quoted
above, he had been commissioned by Goering to arrange
a solution to the Jewish problem. He reviewed the history
of Jewish emigration, stated that the War had rendered the
Madagascar Project impractical, and continued: “The
emigration program has been replaced now by the
evacuation of Jews to the East as a further possible
solution, in accordance with the previous authorization of
the Fuhrer.” Here, he explained, their labour was to be
utilized. All this is supposed to be deeply sinister, and
pregnant with the hidden meaning that the Jews were to be
exterminated, though Professor Paul Rassinier, a
Frenchman interned at Buchenwald who has done sterling
work in refuting the Myth of the Six Million, explains that
it means precisely what it says, i.e., the concentration of
the Jews for labour in the immense eastern ghetto of the
Polish Government-General. “There they were to wait
until the end of the War, for the re-opening of
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international discussions which would decide their future.
This decision was finally reached at the inter-ministerial
Berlin-Wannsee conference…” (Rassinier, Le Veritable
Proces Eichmann, p. 20). Manvell and Frankl, however,
remain undaunted by the complete lack of reference to
extermination. At the Wannsee Conference, they write,
“Direct references to killing were avoided, Heydrich
favoring the term “Arbeitseinsatz im Osten” (labour
assignment in the East)” (Heinrich Himmler, p. 209).
Why we should not accept labour assignment in the East
to mean labour assignment in the East is not explained.
ACCORDING TO REITLINGER AND OTHERS,
INNUMERABLE DIRECTIVES ACTUALLY
SPECIFYING EXTERMINATION THEN PASSED
BETWEEN HIMMLER, HEYDRICH, EICHMANN
AND
COMMANDANT
HOESS
IN
THE
SUBSEQUENT MONTHS OF 1942 BUT, OF COURSE,
“NONE HAVE SURVIVED”.
[H: Do you not find it totally incredible that these
Jews who present the LIES are the SAME people who
also claim that the PROTOCOLS OF THE ELDERS
OF ZION are “forgeries”? And, is not a “forgery” at
the least a “copy” of “something”? It does, indeed,
however, remind me to cause you—who are making
every effort to meet requirements as laid forth by the
controlling “heads”—to have to work without any
evidence of identification, except as slips through from
time to time, of those controlling you. I always think
of these liars as lizards from the black hole. They
actually passed THROUGH the black holes to reach
your place, and so be it. We meet the requirements
in the OPEN—while PUBLISHING what we do and
OUR AGREEMENTS in open forum. They can lie if
they wish, but it behooves them to honor to some
measure their agreements because, otherwise, they will
cancel our agreements and we will no longer have
demand for restraint. It simply is better business to
work with us than AGAINST us, for—as with Mr.
Martin of Tehachapi—it is so much better when you
do not declare yourself an enemy of those working in
the LIGHT FOR TRUTH. When your commitment
and promise (contract) is broken with GOD, there is
nowhere lower to hide. Think about it.
When you speak of getting something done, I am
going to share something with you people who pulled
away and declared (some of you through actions)
yourselves enemies of “our cause”, that wisdom was
not at the root of your actions or intent. To further
notice that, we will—in a few days, when we catch up
a bit—offer you an outline of working commitment set
to LEGAL contract form: the VISION OF THE
FUTURE, RELATIVE TO THE PHILIPPINES. WE
NOW HAVE A WORKING PARTNERSHIP WITH
THOSE WAITING FOR OUR ARRIVAL WITH
OUR PROGRAM AND THINGS ARE IN PLACE—
NOW. IT HAS TAKEN A LONG TIME AND YOU
DON’T SEE EVIDENCE YET, BUT IT IS
PRESENTED AND SO SHALL IT BE. The
documents were set to legal paper and signed by MY
PEOPLE on Sept. 18, 1998, while my U.S. people did
not even arrive to begin anything anywhere in Asia
until the 12th of August that year. IT PAYS TO DO
YOUR JOB AND STAY THE COURSE!
I also take note that most of you involved people
working diligently on maintaining a ship—even be it a
dinghy with plastic sails—don’t “REALLY” keep up.
How many of you REALLY know what is taking place
within the Native American communities? Does
anyone reading this know where you would find “The”
Donald Trump these days? Do you know the outcome
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of the gaming laws and what that vote of the people
truly means to Native American SOVEREIGNTY?
Well, that is our business, chelas—not to sit around
getting rich and famous or playing your favorite
Monopoly game around a table in La-la-land.]

Gold And Other Interesting Things
(Part 3)

TWISTED WORDS
AND GROUNDLESS ASSUMPTIONS
The complete lack of documentary evidence to support
the existence of an extermination plan has led to the habit
of reinterpreting the documents that do survive. For
example, it is held that a document concerning deportation
is not about deportation at all, but a cunning way of
talking about extermination. Manvell and Frankl state that
various terms were used to camouflage genocide. These
included “Aussiedlung” (desettlement) and
“Abbeforderung” (removal) (ibid, p. 265). Thus, as we
have seen already, words are no longer assumed to mean
what they say if they prove too inconvenient. This kind
of thing is taken to the most incredible extremes, such as
their interpretation of Heydrich’s directive for labour
assignment in the East. Another example is a reference to
Himmler’s order for sending deportees to the East, “that
is, having them killed” (ibid, p. 251). Reitlinger, equally
at a loss for evidence, does exactly the same, declaring
that from the “circumlocutionary” words of the Wannsee
Conference, it is obvious that “the slow murder of an
entire race was intended” (ibid, p. 98).
A review of the documentary situation is important,
because it reveals the edifice of guesswork and baseless
assumptions upon which the extermination legend is built.
The Germans had an extraordinary propensity for
recording everything on paper in the most careful detail,
yet among the thousands of captured documents of the
S.D. and Gestapo, the records of the Reich Security Head
Office, the files of Himmler’s headquarters and Hitler’s
own war directives, there is not a single order for the
extermination of Jews or anyone else. It will be seen later
that this has, in fact, been admitted by the World Centre
of Contemporary Jewish Documentation at Tel Aviv.
Attempts to find “veiled allusions” to genocide—in
speeches like that of Himmler’s to his S.S.
Obergruppenfuhrers at Posen in 1943—are likewise quite
hopeless. Nuremberg statements extracted after the War,
invariably under duress, are examined in the following
chapter.
[END OF QUOTING, PART 4]
Hatonn—I suggest we simply close out this section
and save the headaches of possible computer shut-out.
We need to do other things for a while today, and I have
to ask that this team get on with the assignments and
clearing that particular task rather promptly. And since
we are within reach of E.J. finishing his portion, that
leaves several days of recording and handling paperwork.
These need to be sent to the “leadership” party ASAP,
E.J., to allow merging parties within the overall group.
This will also prevent a lapsing glitch in the earlier
documents, as all of them can then be melded into one
gathered grouping and extensions can be issued, if
necessary. I do believe, however, that you have a few
days before that needs consideration. We needed the
“year” to see who, if anyone, was going to do anything
except “wait” on us to do it for them. Patience pays, for
you will now have some rather well “organized” tribal
people and a security council to attend the aboriginal
people. Thank you for your patience, for I certainly DO
recognize the problems incurred by the year in review.
Salu, Hatonn
dharma
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2/17/00—#3
[QUOTING:]
CHAPTER 6
HE RETURNED...FOR THE GOLD?
Hatonn—As early as 1905, U.S. military experts had
correctly surmised that Japan, after its unexpected victory over
Russia that same year, would inevitably engage the Americans
in a battle to determine who would control the Asia-Pacific
region. The U.S., therefore, had all the time to set up an
adequate defense system to protect its prized colony from
enemy attack. Unfortunately, this was not done. The
Americans were simply insensitive to the wellbeing of the
Filipino people.
“Defense of the Philippines was a problem,” writes
historian Stanley Karnow in his book In Our Image:
America’s Empire in the Philippines. “The Army rejected
Subic Bay, the Navy’s favored site, as too vulnerable to land
attack, while the Navy replied that the fleet could have been
strangled were it confined to Manila Bay, the Army’s preferred
location.” The debate dragged on for years, but it provided the
U.S. with a perfect alibi to shelve whatever plans there were
for the defense of the archipelago.
When war seemed inevitable, the U.S. suddenly had a
change of heart. Contingency plans were prepared in the event
of open conflict with various perceived enemies. Each plan
was designated by a color code. War Plan Orange, or
confrontation with Japan, was designed mainly for naval battle,
and contained little or no provisions for protecting inland
Philippines. “To expect the archipelago to be spared in the
event of war was preposterous,” declared President Roosevelt.
“Congress must provide funds or vote to withdraw from the
possession.”
Realizing that the Philippines was, indeed, America’s
“chink in the armor”, military strategists revised War Plan
Orange, ordering the U.S. garrison to secure Manila Bay until
the arrival of the American fleet which would destroy the
Japanese. The U.S. garrison, however, was a token force of
11,000 American regulars and 6,000 Filipino auxiliaries. This
fact led not a few observers to believe that the defense plan
was “an act of madness”. Even General Douglas MacArthur
knew that it was nothing more than a “formula for
withdrawal”.
In the next few years, U.S. military officers were to revise
and refine the war scenario “more than a hundred times in
board games and chart maneuvers”, according to Karnow, “but
always concluding that the Philippines could not be defended,
even temporarily.” And this, sad to say, has always been the
unchanging U.S. attitude toward the defense of the Philippines.
The former always assesses the strategic importance of the
latter “solely as an adjunct to its own security”. For example,
the military value of the islands diminished in 1947, after the
completion of the bases pact. Two years later, China went
communist with the victory of Mao Zedong’s forces, and then
war broke out in the Korean peninsula. These developments
“allowed” the Philippines to regain its status on Washington’s
agenda—and “its fate again became inextricably intertwined
with U.S. foreign policy”, Karnow notes.
In 1934, Manuel Quezon went to Washington to seek
advice on how to manage the new Philippine Commonwealth
created by the U.S. Congress. It was then that he asked

General MacArthur, his old buddy, to join him in the
autonomous regime as military adviser. “By entrusting
MacArthur with the security of the Philippines, Quezon felt
that the United States was consecrated to his country’s
protection. But MacArthur’s concept for defending the
archipelago was at best clouded, and as Quezon discovered
when the chips fell, the American commitment was murky,”
Karnow explains.
Early in the war, the Philippines was still viewed by the
United States as “an area that did not in 1942 possess great
strategic significance from a global perspective”. So the
Roosevelt Administration neglected the islands—and the
“Battling Bastards of Bataan” were expendable from the
beginning. And so was poor General Jonathan Wainwright.
The ambitious Japanese military adventure called for the
incorporation of Southeast Asian nations into the “Greater East
Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere”. But Tokyo could not make its
policies work in the conquered areas. In the Philippines, for
instance, Filipinos easily recognized that “co-prosperity” meant
“servitude to Japan’s economic requirement”. Japanese forces
plundered the country’s gold and dollar reserves to enrich
Japan and substituted them with billions of worthless paper,
which the Filipinos would later refer to as “Mickey Mouse”
money.
“The moral fiber of Filipinos had unraveled during the
Japanese occupation, when they had cheated and robbed to
survive,” says Karnow. “Banditry and murder thrived, and
graft and corruption pervaded in high places.” In 1947, an
official inquiry disclosed that over the previous two years of
the “liberation” period, $300 million in U.S. military surplus
vehicles, machinery, garments and other items given to the
Philippine government had been stolen.
When the war took a turn in favor of the United States in
May 1942, after the U.S. Navy destroyed a Japanese fleet at
the Battle of Midway, MacArthur’s forces began the mighty
push to the north, leapfrogging from Guam, Saipan, Tinian and
other atolls. By early 1944, U.S. military strategists began to
ponder the next major target: Taiwan. The plan called for
circumventing the Philippines in order to move closer to
Japan.
Conventional wisdom tells us that MacArthur disapproved
of this plan, warning that to bypass the archipelago would
“incur the open hostility of the Filipinos and damage
America’s image throughout Asia”. President Roosevelt went
to Hawaii in July 1944 to confer with MacArthur and Admiral
Nimitz, to resolve the issue. But once home, Roosevelt
referred the matter to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. They finally
approved MacArthur’s plan to land in Leyte, forgetting about
the Taiwan option, after having been informed that gold
bullion was being hoarded by General Yamashita, the “Tiger
of Malaya”.
When the American forces entered Manila and discovered
that the gold bullion had been successfully shipped to Japan,
they hanged Yamashita in Los Banos, Laguna, for his war
crimes, and for his alleged role in the devastation of Manila,
despite the fact that “he bore no responsibility for the
cataclysm—having ruled from the start against defending the
capital.”
It was Admiral Iwabuchi and his 20,000 naval troops
armed with automatic weapons who embarked on an orgy of
atrocities, impaling babies on bayonets, raping women and
beheading the men.
MacArthur’s much ballyhooed return was nothing more
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than a salvaging operation. The Americans were more
interested in the “Yamashita Treasure” than in the liberation
of the Philippines.

origin before being shipped. This visible cargo was
either destined for the Philippines or for Japan via the
Philippines, since the route usually included a stop
there. Most of the treasure was transported there first,
and for whatever reason most of it never left there.”
In 1970, interest in the fabled Yamashita Treasure was
renewed with the discovery of a golden Buddha by Rogelio
Roxas, from the mountains surrounding Baguio. This time,
Fukumitsu did not come out with a denial.
Rogelio Roxas, a locksmith from Baguio, started treasure
hunting in 1962. He went around the provinces of Nueva
Vizcaya, Nueva Ecija, Cagayan and the Pinatubo area but
never found more than a few old coins and some Japanese
weapons and ammunition. In May 1970, a Japanese named
Fushugami gave Roger a map showing a treasure site.
Fushugami claimed to have been part of a war corps of
engineers who had buried some treasure at the height of
Yamashita’s retreat.
Aside from this rare discovery by Roxas, no other
evidence indicating that the treasure of Yamashita really
existed was ever found. Clearly, the Japanese succeeded in
shipping everything that was looted to Japan. It was to be
Tokyo’s solid investment and contribution to the all-powerful
rulers of the world, the Illuminati, which helped transform
Japan into a superpower despite its humiliating defeat in the
hands of the Allied Forces.
Others, however, insisted that the bulk of the missing
treasure was still in the Philippines. Some linked the fabled
wealth to the equally famous Marcos Gold Haul. One of those
who showed exceptional interest in the search for the elusive
gold bullion was Charles McDougald, who stumbled upon the
story of a treasure hunt headed by Marcos while working on
a book about the Filipino strongman.
“After the revolution, twenty-two Louis Vuitton
suitcases were found at a home in the exclusive
suburb of Dasmarinas Village. The suitcases were
secured with locks and tape and appeared ready to be
shipped somewhere. An inventory placed their value
at P236 million ($11.5 million). In addition, a Greek
jeweler was stopped at the airport before he could
leave with several suitcases of jewelry, which he
admitted belonged to Imelda. They were valued at
P15 million ($732,000). More pieces were found
stored in the vault at the Central Bank.”
Other expensive items like jars of perfumes, dresses and
shoes were also included in the inventory. Today, however, no
one can say whether [or not] the items are still intact. Talk has
it that certain influential relatives of Cory Aquino borrowed
some [pieces] of the jewelry and never returned them. [H:
Wow, it begins to have some rather sinister aspects, does
it not?]
McDougald was involved in quite a number of diggings
overseen by the Aquino Administration, although no official
admission of a gold discovery was ever issued by him or by
any of those involved in the operation. Thus, no one could
ascertain how much of the Marcos gold bullion still remained
untouched. The Napindan Channel digging was one of the
more successful operations to date.
In June 1992, industrialist Enrique “EZ” Zobel called for
a press conference in Manila and revealed that Marcos had
shown him a thick sheaf of gold certificates in 1988, the value
of which was estimated at $35 billion, for which Marcos
expressed his desire to give most of the gold back to the
Filipino people. Marcos and Zobel worked closely to set up
a foundation for this purpose. Unfortunately, Marcos died in
September 1989, even before the papers could be signed.
The truth of the matter is, Marcos had since been certain
about the rich Zobel’s close association with the Americans.
So in his deep desire to make known to a few credible
witnesses his intentions to give back the majority of his earthly

CHAPTER 7
YAMASHITA OR NOT
After the death of Lieutenant-General Tomoyuki
Yamashita, stories about his secretly possessing one of the
greatest treasures of all time quickly spread like wildfire. In
1953, President Elpidio Quirino announced that he would
release some Japanese soldiers who were still imprisoned in
the Philippines for war crimes, in exchange for Tokyo’s
cooperation in an official probe to determine once and for all
whether [or not] Yamashita had, indeed, left behind billions of
dollars worth of treasure. The inquiry was to be headed by an
American of Japanese descent, Minori Fukumitsu, who worked
as one of the investigators of the Allied War Crime Tribunal.
Nine months later, all that was unearthed, according to
Fukumitsu, was a few old coins. Before leaving the
Philippines, he said that no evidence was found to show that
the treasure ever existed.
In 1955, another joint operation by the Philippine and
Japanese governments was started. The maritime project
called for the salvaging of about 269 Japanese vessels sunk
during the war. About 124 vessels were located in Manila
Bay, while the rest were spotted in other parts of the country.
As soon as the salvaging operations began, rumors began to
spread that the vessels were filled with gold bullion and then
deliberately scuttled for future retrieval. None of the rumors
were ever substantiated. Undoubtedly, the rumormongers were
inspired by the little-known story of the ill-fated Japanese ship
Awa Maru. This could also have been the reason why
Fukumitsu, whenever the question of the treasure’s existence
came up, would refute the possibility with “messianic zeal”.
The less people knew about the treasure’s existence, the better
for Fukumitsu’s bosses.
On April 1, 1945, around ten o’clock in the evening, U.S.
Commander Charles Loughlin of the submarine Queenfish
sighted a Japanese destroyer, the Awa Maru, and immediately
ordered his crew to fire on the enemy ship. Four torpedoes
found their mark. According to the ill-fated ship’s lone
survivor, a steward, the vessel that sank was a hospital ship
painted with huge white crosses, which had been guaranteed
safe passage by the United States. Its mission was to “deliver
Red Cross packages to Allied prisoners of war in Hong Kong,
Saigon, Singapore and other areas, and then pick up wounded
Japanese soldiers and bring them back to Japan. The vessel,
which sank 14 miles off the Chinese mainland, was on a return
trip to Japan when blasted by Loughlin’s men.”
Later, it was discovered that the ship carried with it an
inventory of “forty tons of gold, twelve tons of platinum, 2000
tons of tungsten, 3000 tons of tin, 3000 tons of rubber in
bales, 2000 tons of lead, 800 tons of titanium, 500 tons of
brass and bronze, two tons of quicksilver, about 150,000
karats of diamonds, forty cases of jewelry and numerous crates
of art, all plundered by the Japanese occupation forces.”
Again, Fukumitsu denied that the Awa Maru was a treasure
ship.
Charles McDougald, the man tasked by the Aquino
Administration to find out the truth, both about the legendary
treasure of Yamashita and the Marcos gold, disagrees with
Fukumitsu. In his best-seller, Asian Loot, McDougald writes:
“There are stories that a relative of the Emperor
devised this grand scheme (like the Awa Maru case),
along with Field Marshall Hisaichi Terauchi,
commander of the Southern Command in the Pacific.
The Fourteenth Army in the Philippines was a part of
this command.... Supposedly the gold, silver, coins
and jewels were sorted and crated at the country of
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possessions to the Filipino people, he personally hand-picked
Zobel to opportunely confide his wishes to, while at the same
time putting out in the open exactly how much his wealth was
truly worth. In fact, he deliberately altered his own signature
to mislead any possible forgers or impostors after having duly
updated and rearranged all his existing accounts in 1987. The
document in Zobel’s possession is just one of those with his
deliberately altered signature.
Marcos’ new accounts cannot be touched without four
required factors being met: Imee Marcos or General Fabian
Ver for FM’s side; the Philippine Government; the new
trustees and the bank concerned, with the entire palm imprint
of the assigned trustees accompanying the certificate legibly
signed by Marcos himself—FERDINAND EMMANUEL
EDRALIN MARCOS. The Philippine government’s
participation in the claim, as required by the Marcos will, will
warrant the fulfillment of his will and testament: to give to the
Filipino people that which is now rightfully due them.
Apart from the Zobel declaration, there were also the
Hirschfield tapes, wherein Marcos clearly admitted that he still
had gold buried in the Philippines valued at $14 billion. With
these findings, McDougald could only comment, “Most stories
about the golden treasure are fairy tales, but this one isn’t.”
CHAPTER 8
OPERATION TUNA HIGHWAY
“How could anybody have 600 metric tons of World War
II gold tucked away in his basement? And 1,000 tons more
in his beach cottage, and 500 tons more in the basement of a
warehouse down the street? Plus still some more on four
levels beneath a nearby bank?”
With these questions in mind, it is obvious that Sterling
Seagrave, author of The Marcos Dynasty, is convinced that the
fabled Yamashita Treasure and the Marcos Gold Haul are one
and the same thing. But how could this be possible when,
according to this same investigative author, “Ferdinand went
into partnership with various Yakuza bosses and the CIA,
helping them finance intrigues from Australia to Iran, in return
for CIA help, airlifting out the contents of his vaults?” If this
were so, why was there no leakage of information to the U.S.
and Japanese governments or the powerful Trilateral
Commission, knowing how these groups operate? The world’s
financial oligarchy has been searching for Yamashita’s treasure
since 1945. Wouldn’t it have been proper for them to be
informed of its discovery?
“Operation Tuna Highway”, the secret hauling operation,
involved huge shipments “with total sums so large that they
strain credibility to the breaking point”. Why did the CIA do
nothing to intercept such “Cassandra Crossings”, when they
were in a good position to do so? The gold hoard was soon
gradually, and in trickles, moved after Martial Law, before the
strongman’s ouster from power.
At this point, we reiterate what we earlier said: The
Japanese Imperial Forces successfully shipped out all of the
alleged Yamashita Treasure from Singapore to Tokyo prior to
America bombing Hiroshima and Nagasaki. So where did
Marcos get his fabulous wealth? From the Central Bank?
“Massive secret gold shipments did take place from the
Philippines during the twenty years Ferdinand was President.
This gold did not originate in the Central Bank or from mines
like Benguet, although it was often presented as such,”
Seagrave admits. “To be sure, gold was stolen regularly from
Benguet by its own employees. The original mines, situated
in the crater of an extinct volcano, were plagued by theft.
Miners called ‘high graders’ smuggled out the best ore,
pilfering 16 percent of gold production each year and selling
it to a Chinese syndicate.”
It was an entirely different ballgame in the case of the
Marcos shipments, “since the quantities involved were far in
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excess of the Philippine government’s known bullion
reserves.” According to Seagrave’s informants, “Most of the
Marcos gold seems to have been sold through Australian,
American, Japanese and European intermediaries to oil-rich
Middle Eastern syndicates, using devious methods designed to
avoid agitating world gold prices. Other secret deals were
made directly to the gold pools in Zurich and London, where
they were referred to as the ‘Marcos Black Eagle’ deals. Still
other contracts appear to have been arranged through the
scandal-ridden Vatican Bank, headed by American Bishop
Paul Marcinkus.” Marcinkus was one of those especially
assigned to secure Pope John Paul II during his visit to the
Philippines in 1995.
It is no secret that prices of gold are set by the London
gold cartel, operating as “The London Five”. These are: (1)
Moccata & Goldsmid; (2) Sharps Pixley; (3) Johnson Matthey;
(4) Rothschild’s; and (5) Samuel Montagu. It would have
been natural for Marcos to have coursed part of his gold haul
through the international gold pools. But what is puzzling is
the Vatican’s involvement in purely secular matters like gold
shipments—unless, the papal State has interests to protect.
During his valedictory dinner with billionaire-industrialist
Enrique Zobel, Marcos spoke about giving the Roman
Catholic Church 10 percent of the gold for use in its foreign
missions.
Why the Church of Rome, in particular? Why not his
native Aglipay Church or, better yet, the Iglesia ni Kristo
(INK) which had always supported him politically? Could it
be true, after all, that a bigger chunk of Marcos’ hidden wealth
originally belonged to the Vatican?
This is no idle speculation, particularly in the light of
Seagrave’s findings that the Marcos gold shipments, which
involved thousands of metric tons, were “mostly in bars of
exotic sizes marked with peculiar symbols not normally used
in the international gold trade... with the recurring ‘AAA’
markings.”
A great deal of gold coming from Australia in the past had
been poured into ingots, many of which were stamped
“AAA”—a trademark familiar to expert traders in London and
Australia. Also commonplace Down Under were ingots
transferred there for safekeeping from the Dutch East Indies at
the outbreak of World War II, stamped “Sumatra Lloyd”, later
sold to moneyed Australians. But Yamashita’s forces never
reached the Land of the Kangaroos!
Unable to hide inconsistencies in his arguments that
Yamashita’s treasure and Marcos’ Gold Haul are one and the
same thing, Seagrave tells of an encounter with an
American executive who revealed to him that “the gold
bullion did not belong to Ferdinand Marcos, although he
controlled it.” The gold bullion belonged to “twelve other
countries that were trying to get it back”. If this is true,
Marcos was entitled to the usual finder’s fee of 50 percent.
Couldn’t this be the same principle being applied by
the Ramos Administration in its dealings with the banking
Mafia and other claimant countries in the appropriation of
the proverbial pie, where every claimant can be happy once
accorded its slice of the whole, thus auspiciously averting
the global banking collapse and, at the same time,
domestically, saving the Philippine economy?
[END OF QUOTING PART 3]
So, this “once upon a time...” story begins to take some
shape, doesn’t it? Well, if you don’t see it yet, hold your
breath, for you—if you know us—will begin to see a picture
forming here.
And no, that gold did not and does not belong to any
“12 different countries”—it belongs to US who left it
against this day in the hour of change for a world in
torment. And how is your day?
Love, Dad
dharma
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Doris’ Corner
By Doris Ekker, 3/17/00
CHECK-IN:
I suppose there isn’t much to check-in about, having
talked to “CONTACT” yesterday. Our input about the
paper and when and wheres of things is, as always, how
ever it is most convenient for you; you are doing really
well at running the paper. I say this so that you will
realize that your decisions on the spot will be our
guidelines, as well. We are in deepest appreciation for
your continuing to be responsible for that gift unto us and
we effort not to do anything which clouds its truth and
value.
Should we have known what was happening and who
were the ones on the destructive path? Yes, and
unfortunately, we did. We just miscalculated in not
believing that people would really cut their own throats to
satisfy ego demands. And, of course, it is worse.
Commander told us a while back that we had a paid agent
(or paid agents) working within that group of Spectrum,
and so it explains why they, without funds, can keep going
at all.
We NEVER say “never”, except as in carelessness—
as in the start of this sentence—for I use “never” as part
of my daily habits, as in “I NEVER would...” and “I will
never understand...”. This is not good, just as “if”
becomes a negative acceptance and word, as in “giving
up” somehow. Even “I never would have thought...”
precludes acceptance of FACT AND REALITY. We
LEARN and when we “learn well”, we can use each
incident—negative or positive—to move not only forward,
but right to totality of success. When we finally make up
our mind to create and produce—we will create and
produce and do it successfully.
Commander told us: “The past is only recollection,
memory; the future is anticipation; the present is
awareness. Therefore, time is movement of THOUGHT.
Both past and future are born in the imagination; only the
present, which is awareness, is real and eternal.”
He also told us to “Stop struggling against the whole
universe by struggling against THIS moment. You must
practice ACCEPTANCE. You must constantly accept
people, situations, circumstances and events as they come
into our present and as they occur in your NOW.” There
is nothing else and when we handle the moment—the
NOW—we have handled adversity.
We have had experiences in this Southeast Asian
adventure which have caused us to better trust and
KNOW our backup, our guidance and our responsibilities.
E.J. and I—you know, old Ekker-Ekker—thought that
if we KNOW God and Compatriots that we somehow
were, are, and forever more would be, responsible for both
sides of the PLAY. No, we are not. I hearken back to
over a year ago, when Millers loaned some funds for
continuation of operations and salaries for “some” of the
staff. It was a big loan, like $50K or something. That
was arranged by Gail, Kathy and Karen, and everyone
EXCEPT EKKERS received it ALL. Payments were
made, yes, but actually, even those payments, except that
we accepted responsibility for the whole ball of wax,
WERE NOT OURS—AND FRANKLY, NOT EVEN
OUR “RIGHT” TO HOLD.
Then, after the fact, the Millers asked Ekkers for our
PERSONAL CONTRACT TO PAY OFF THAT LOAN.
Nobody had even acknowledged the loan, even after we asked

that it be handled as others before it would be handled.
Oh, indeed, we will meet every commitment—and
more than we ever have obligations or responsibilities—
but this is BS, everybody: E.J. was Treasurer of a
corporation founded by George Green, the same George
Green who then stole from that corporation and has
actively made every known possible effort to destroy it
and all of us who have stayed the course. Now, the same
has happened with the Spectrum kids, as they have written
off all “rights” and have committed criminal acts in their
destructive attitudes and actions. WE HAD NO GROUP,
NO ANYTHING, EXCEPT A WISH TO SHARE AND
PRODUCE SOME WORTHY PROJECTS—ONE OF
WHICH IS WHAT WE ARE DOING IN ASIA “RIGHT
NOW” TO REPAY ALL THOSE WHO HELPED GET
US THROUGH.
We treasure every individual who has shared with us
and those who have continued through this hardship shall
have great reward, but how wonderful to be free of the
overall shackles of the ASSUMPTION that somehow it is
ours alone to carry, just because we WORK FOR GOD.
WE ARE NOT MISSIONARIES OR ANGELS—WE
ARE SIMPLY MAKING EVERY EFFORT POSSIBLE
TO DO OUR PART. EACH WHO DOES THEIR
“PART” WILL BE AMPLY REWARDED,
ABUNDANTLY AND IN KIND. AND, THAT’S
GOOD ENOUGH FOR US.
Acceptance of our project here is now amazing in
scope; validation has been accomplished and progress is
slow but sure. We find some “mis”adventures along the
way, where some tried to get a bit more than a fair-share
and it—as we told them it would—backfired on them. To
us that is not new or even “news”, but it seems each has
to give the greed a bit of a shove FIRST before realizing
that doing it RIGHT serves well, and the games don’t
even fly. It is hard to believe, I know, that this is truly
GOD’S PLAN 2000 and not ours for the taking.
Mark and Cathy made it to Manila and called to see
if we could work out something in the short time they
would be here but unfortunately, as some things work out,
everything possible clashed. Their Seminar is in the
Shangri-La Hotel but NOT the one across the street from
us in Makati, and travel time in Manila from one block to
the next is IMPOSSIBLE. We finally just couldn’t work
out a schedule and had to drop it.
Mark sounds good—still struggling financially, as are
we all. But they are so well recognized now, everywhere,
as to be making amazing progress.
Mark and Cathy worked it out so some of our more
involved people would be able to attend their portion of
the program and, therefore, several—such as Erick San
Juan and Sakiasi Genewa from Papa New Guinea, etc.—
were attending. We hear that they did so and got
acquainted with both the Phillips and the Seminar people
and several other exceptional “contacts”. They also
brought back and dropped off a copy of their book, so we
cancel the request for a copy from you back home. That
was the major thing needing “permission”. We really
want to catch up any outstanding payments to them as
soon as possible, for we could only make up about half
last April. Rick and Gail (as managers of Phoenix Source
Distributors) sold a lot of their books and didn’t pay
them—so they were owed over $15,000, half of which is
left us owing them.
We have moved into “summer” here, whatever that
means. The only thing we notice is an increase in
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temperature and the sparrows picking up nesting material.
Otherwise—what’s to notice? This would certainly be
some wondrous place, I’m sure, if the Americans and New
World Order hadn’t invaded and destroyed most of it.
The U.S. still runs everything, basically, and when they
pulled out of Clark [Air Force Base], they left toxic
materials that have devastated the people who took up
living in the facility. The children born now are grossly
deformed and the cancer rate is outrageous. And, of
course, the U.S. just kisses them off.
Greenpeace gathered up loads of toxic material and
took it to the “embassy” building and parked it there with
the cleanup equipment (forklifts, etc.) and dumped it. Ah,
but nobody moved anything or paid for anything—and
now that toxic waste has been pilfered and scattered
throughout Manila by the street people and thieves. Is this
some kind of total insanity or what?
Now the big Brouhaha is over three Black sailors
beating up a taxi driver and really hurting the poor soul.
The guys were bombed out of their gourds on drugs and
booze. It is a mess and the man won’t “just settle” as the
U.S. has asked, so it will be even more ugly (as in Ugly
American) before it is over. We were, however, glad to
see the troops pitch in and do tents and offer medics to the
evacuees of the Mayon eruptions.
We about choked here, however, when the troops got to
take R&R—and right on the front page, in a full-color picture,
were three strapping specimens of big Americans with
prostitutes on their laps, with one of them making the sign of
the goat (Satan). The restrictions were that the men had to
wear a condom. Well, you know how I feel about that “safe
sex”—I would like a condom gunnysack over their heads,
down to their feet. My gosh, is staying alive so difficult a
thing to wish for self? And what of those “old traditions”
about shore leave? Are we yet PROUD, America?
AIDS is getting totally out of control here and in the
Islands, of which there are nearly 8,000 (islands, that is).
Fortunately, in the Muslim sectors there is non-acceptance
of these behaviors, so it is kept down to some minimal
level because of social acceptance or “non” acceptance of
such blatant behaviors. I was exposed to a book on AIDS
from the medical community—in living, terrifying color,
and sick is not a good term for the tummy-tug I felt. We
are not shown even a tenth of one percent of the “bad
signs” of terminal disease or the symptoms. We are
shown some poor, lonely skeleton of a being dying of
“sickness”—well, let me tell you, and if I get “strong
enough”—we’ll run some of the REAL STUFF. Anyone
who tries to push off AIDS as something less than what
it is, should be caused to bear the disease—especially as
it hits children. You do not just “go away” and make
some “final passage”—this is BAD, BAD STUFF! And,
depending on the causative virus change-out (mutation),
the disease is worse than any original disease as it
presents, and when started from such as herpes virus, it
usually moves into a blister form of sarcoma that has to
be a hideous form of HELL.
You see, people share with us because we are
beginning to be recognized as those who serve the people,
God and goodness without political cause. So they come
and they send representatives and, friends, your hearts,
too, would swell to bursting at the HOPE they also bring.
They will go forth and take their gifts and build fish farms
to stop the “dynamite fishing”, tree farms to cover the now
barren lands, get good housing and build their central
villages and cities into working communities. Why, there
are people over here with PROVEN inventions (just as
there are elsewhere, as well) who can exchange out fuel
systems to eliminate the high-priced stuff. And they have
PERFECTED those nice frequency systems—but nobody

has funds to complete their work and impact in a large
enough way to change the system. Well, they are starting
to dance awake those dreams and demand clearance of our
product—PROPERLY—so they can hit the ground
running. I wish every one could witness this incredible
burst of anticipation and expectation. We have now
passed “critical mass” in numbers and still have some
“quantity” available, and still we are within our guidelines
worked out at the higher councils and the lords of IMF
and Feds. If we continue as are, we have plenty—and that
without hurting the national economies, as in “collapse”.
In fact, I would guess that a collapse was planned
deliberately to get all the wealth stashed around and this
is not a very nice thing to do to the Elite. But the Elite
are in trouble, for they have filched, fixed the books and
stolen wealth of GREAT value—and it is impossible to
cover it ALL. But it takes “time”, so we try to be patient
and let it unfold properly. I use the term “try” wisely—
for we are as impatient as we could possibly be, and the
funny thing is that it is only on the most short-term “lack”
basis. Isn’t that always the way of it?
I have had better luck writing today because I finally
just wore out my third (since being here) keyboard and got
another one yesterday that is a tad different—but I have
not (so far) had a flub. It had truly gotten to the point that
there wasn’t any way to get through a writing without
having to rewrite most of it three or four times to correct
the “happy-face omission”, which then turned up on about
the fourth try—as curse symbols. It, too, I suppose, has
been a necessary experience—but I cannot imagine why.
This just came to my attention a week or so ago and
I simply haven’t been willing to further write on it. So
what does Commander do? Of course: He causes us to
redo the Holocaust, in which I guess the only parties
involved are actually “Jews”, without ability to call them
anything else. Wow, and it is also the Jews who still pay
the price—even if they get a handful of dollars from the
chaos. This is definitely NOT a “nice world”.
As for our “help”, it appears the bankers are still hot
and heavy AT IT, and now we are told things should be
cleared for that little personal assistance sometime next
week. We don’t hold our breath any longer because we
have found that banks do NOT “release” funds; they just
gather IN THE FUNDS—in this instance, as with
Jeffers—bunches. Jeffers again thinks his is within a
“few days”, and that is certainly enough to overlap, for
when his is funded, Ekkers have quite a nice lump coming,
as well as being able then to gain an additional loan if we
need more. He had been ready, willing and able to use his
(this) to clear our house in total, etc., but now that is
beside the point, so we can go on and handle everything
through legal channels. The horse is dead and recovery is
rather empty considering the circumstances, and all the
missing records having been thieved right out of our
offices and the offices themselves evicted with the house.
So, can we make it? Make it? Whatever “it” might
be, I suppose so.
I would ask, please, that John R. get us copies of the
information that went out on Spectrum’s web-site
regarding any people we know, of which we might be
unaware. We were reminded that someone, probably Ray
Bilger in his games and hatreds, put something on there
about Phillips. I just want to MAKE SURE THAT
NOTHING GOES ON THAT CONTACT WEB-SITE
FROM OR ABOUT US. FOUR WINDS IS THAT
RATFINK, BELLRINGER, AND HE LISTS
“CONTACT” AND SPECTRUM AMONG HIS
LISTINGS. That specific presentation had been
mentioned to us a couple of times, and now I think I want
to have it, if it is still available. I’m sure you have it
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tucked away, but we don’t get anything over here and
wouldn’t bother if we had total access. We have the email across the street—and that is more than we can get
to every day—and often it is “down”.
In view of Ray’s joint ventures on Farm pictures and
false documentaries, I hate to think what the bastard would
do to others who have tried to help him. Is this “bust you
for your help” not common among his ilk? I think this is
typical of it often being that “free” is most often far too
expensive. Bite the hand that feeds you? Wow, try
chewing the arm off at the neck!
It is very tedious here to even discuss the ongoing
political picture. The President (Estrada) is at a
phenomenal low in ratings, the stock market is in chaos
(but all is, frankly, nuts). This stock exchange [index, like
the Dow in the U.S.] has only 30 companies and most of
them are foreign owned or controlled. The SEC is in new
hands but at war with the stock exchange, and so it
goes—from the streets of Pasay to the halls of the Palace.
We are NOT into politics and thus far our privacy has
been totally honored. THESE THINGS ARE
PATTERNED AFTER THE U.S.—EXCEPT THAT
WHICH IS PATTERNED AFTER GREAT BRITAIN.
IT IS JUST THAT “HERE” THERE ARE SO FEW
“SOPHISTICATED” DEALERS AS TO MAKE THE
WHOLE THING APPEAR AS A COMEDY FOR
SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE.
The IMF and WB totally control the economy and what
the Central Bank, and thus all the banks, are allowed to do—
but necessity being the Mother of Invention, there are cracks
in the dam. And when we are asked to “play games”, we hand
them the public notices and say “no, thank you”.
Well, I have spoken too soon about the ability to write
this writing without a flub because I got a different keyboard,
only to go back to check the document AND TO FIND that
at least three paragraphs on the end had been removed. Oh,
well, I should have stopped when ahead. But since this is just
a “family” letter, I will pull it off without, I’m sorry, any really
Big and wondrous news. At least today didn’t produce a
bunch of “happy faces”, which are not cause for any type of
“happiness” and which, finally—after three or four rewrites
and “fixes”—produce curse symbols, such as you would have
in the cartoon pages. I don’t get time off for bad computer
behavior and perhaps this IS my lesson in patience and
endurance, which is considerably milder than our usual
assaults.
I wonder what the world will actually DO when it is
proven beyond a shadow of a doubt that there was NO
HOLOCAUST, AS PRESENTED? I’m sure glad my part
doesn’t come from psychic revelations. I am, from time
to time, happy to see that such as George Green and then
Ed Young, et al., claim the speakers—because I am left
with only that old reliable One with whom I began and I
certainly don’t want THEM or their spiritual impostors
BACK. And just WHO IS DR. ED YOUNG,
ANYWAY? Yes, I do from time to time feel a
“revelation” hitting me between the ears.
Well, have to go and make something good happen!
And please, just keep praying and KNOWING—for it is
within grasp now, all those good things we have worked
to attain. The vision is alive and well among these people
and they hold their hope in their hot hands, and even if we
evaporate—THEY WILL NOT DISCARD THEIR
DREAMS. THAT IS COMFORTING, ABOVE ALL,
AS WE HURT FROM TIME TO TIME FROM THOSE
BLOWS—ACTUALLY FOR OUR OWN OLD TEAM.
WELL, LET GO AND LET GOD—FOR HE WILL SEE
HIS PEOPLE HOME.
Love,
Doris
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Down And Personal
Karmic Clearing For All
3/11/00—#1
DOWN AND PERSONAL
Hatonn—I ask to first speak of my team struggling
to keep that CONTACT paper going back home. I
especially, today, honor John and Jean Ray back in
Illinois—FOR THE NEWS DESK. I further include
specifically the ones who choose articles and writings
for the paper and then get it out.
In the Philippines, here in Manila, you are now
getting recognition in major information sources and are
being QUOTED. I am humble in my appreciation and
I wish you had words that are lavish enough to express
what I feel.
Thank you for also following up on our connection
with NVS, for we now have permission to utilize the
information we are gaining in that forum, as well. You
see, dear ones, by the time we are ready to “move on”,
we will have that which we need—it is the way of
Creator. Until then, the losses we sustain are a great
part of our arsenal and strength in the midst of the
upcoming challenges with our self-proclaimed
“enemies”.
KEEP YOUR RECORDS ACCURATE AND
REGULARLY DOCUMENTED! Anyone who served
and switched due to any misdirected thievery will have
to be responsible for those choices made. We give all
individuals chance after chance for recognition of
righteousness. So be it. These are but thorns and must
be plucked out and tossed aside, and in some ways this
is also called “let the dead bury the dead”, for LIFE
GOES ON.
It seems to be time to clear some
misunderstandings. I have caused people to make, and
have, their choices, for “time” is now shortened as to
participation within God’s GIFT of LIFE, as you
recognize a working-physical experience with me. If
you have no notion for me or mine, I have no notice of
you; it is simple to understand.
We will be offering the program already having
been drawn and in progress for our people in the
Philippines. This seems to be where all our labors
might actually end, for we can now count on our digits
the ones who share our load. The rest “gossip” and act
confused. This is false because they don’t see how or
what, and within our circles of responsible parties, WE
MUST HAVE STABILITY AND RESPONSIBILITY.
All who have helped will have wondrous returns
and those who have turned as the serpent upon the dove
shall reap their own rewards according to their proven
actions. This will be no more—nor shall it be less—
for the time of decision as to our Plan is now passed for
those who were to the right hand of our passage, and
have moved to the left.
I care naught for houses nor your bank account, for
neither shall stand in the time ahead. You who only
have offered advice while telling us you simply can’t

help more because you need it for yourself—yet plan to
claim great and wondrous rewards—shall have to face
the facts of “living”. And no, this is not to complain
about that which you have chosen and MUST DO to be
responsible for and to self. But many have actually
directly taken from, at the least, the Ekkers and then
turned false information against them in order to cover
their own indiscretions. Many have allowed the
assaults of opposition to constrain you from even
supporting the paper we have carried and birthed. This
is fine, for we have neither time nor resources to
continue that which is taken freely but without intent for
more than evaluation. You who have stricken us from
your list shall be stricken from ours. This is simple in
concept and tends to increase the value of our position
in just about every aspect. We have no time for our
people to spend time in thought or care about these
things. Let whatever unfolds, unfold.
Business will be conducted as BUSINESS, in honor
and integrity—while those of you with goals set, who
have been working diligently with all your focus, shall
have that which you claim. We will meet all
responsibilities gained through the years, and PASS
ON.
And yes, dear ones, you are loved and
appreciated—every last one of you—and now we must
have “knowing” people on our front lines and not those
who just wish-wash through the time, waiting for
another to produce the miracles.
It is duly noted that some shared “thinking” that
there was no real risk for anything but great return, and
then lied to others and self—AND GOD—about their
intentions. They now make it easy to meet obligations
and move on without them. You know who you are.
We walk now in the balance of Spiritual-Physical
demands and that simply is the way of it.
Moreover, we need the team which has filled in and
served without complaint or recognition for other
positions and therefore, yes, indeed, there will be
changes—toward professional business arrangements.
And yes, indeed, there will be shifting of great
wealth into foreign coffers, where you might say, “How
dare you!” How dare I? Where were YOU when I
needed the base of operations, the backup, the
availability? Oh, wow-ee. First, you will never
KNOW because my team has learned SILENCE and
discretion. Secondly, it is none of your business what
we do and, therefore, good luck on your unwise journey
with nosey neighbors to points unplotted.
What are Ekkers going to do? Well, now, we
wouldn’t feel comfortable to tell you that, would we?
What difference does it make TO YOU? WHY? They
have served honorably against all the odds that were
tossed into their pathways and inner gears. Why would
we tell the world what we will do now?
Ekkers ARE NOT Phoenix Institute or anything
else other than themselves—period. THEY HAVE
DONE THE BEST THEY COULD AND CONTINUE
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TO DO THE BEST THEY CAN—AGAINST THOSE
SAME ODDS AND DECLARED ENEMIES. WHAT
DO THEY “OWE”? NOTHING! AND WHEN
THEY UNDERSTAND THAT POSITION, WE JUST
MIGHT GET ON WITH OUR WORK IN
PROGRESS.
This morning—by the way, Ekkers—is just about
the most important gathering of Eagles since you came
to Asia. And goll-ee, how many of you know whereat
is Nancy Reagan today? And why? And, oh my
goodness, did Ronny have anything to do with stashes,
even perhaps the Marcoses’? My, my, how the world
turns.
And why do you suppose such large banks as
Deutsche are merging—REALLY? The economists say
it is outrageous and stupid. It is? Really? It’s the
smartest thing I have witnessed in the banking industry
this week. Well, it is certainly more important to
Ekkers today than some pile of stuff, precious or
otherwise, that Millers might have dumped via the
Spectrum kids—onto a south lot in narrow-town,
U.S.A.
To you who continually tell me that “You know my
heart and what I can do, so when you get it together,
Big Boy, call me!” Well, I have it all together—DO
YOU? And oh, by the way, I DID CALL! What I
really witness is that a great bunch of you are just
trying to cover ALL YOUR POSSIBLE BASES, in
case——! In doing that, I have to warn you that you
are leaving open the one important line on the field—
the foul line.
NO, CHELAS, YOU WHO HAVE WAITED
HAVE PERHAPS WAITED TOO LONG TO TELL
ME WHAT YOU ARE DOING, CAN DO, AND
THUS AND SO. DO NOT TELL ME TO TELL
YOU WHAT YOUR PURPOSE MIGHT BE AND
FIT YOU IN SOMEWHERE WITHIN THE BIG
WONDROUS BALLOON OF LIGHT. I ASK YOU:
WHAT IS YOUR PURPOSE? WHAT IS YOUR
CAPABILITY AND HOW CAN YOU ASSIST
THOSE WHO ARE AGAINST US AND WEAKEN
OUR VERY FIBER AND DRAIN OUR ENERGY—
PHYSICALLY AND OF THE SOUL—(EVEN
AFTER THE ABUNDANCE IS UPON YOU)? AND
NO, WE DON’T NEED GRUBS AND PARASITES
IN THE ROOT GROWTH OF OUR PLANTINGS.
A. AND E.: YOU ARE BEING SORELY
USED—AND IT IS NOT PLANNED TO BE A
COMFORTABLE RELEASE OF SHACKLES FOR
YOU.
GOD BLESSES YOU FOR YOUR
WILLINGNESS TO GIVE SUPPORT AND HELP—
AND NOW YOU NEED SOME HELP AND
SUPPORT ALONG THE VERY SPINAL SYSTEM
OF YOUR BACKSIDE. YOU HAVE GIVEN FAR
TOO MUCH TO THE INTERLOPERS—AND
RESPONSIBILITY MEANS EXACTLY THAT: BE
RESPONSIBLE. WHEN PEOPLE ARE CAUSED
TO STAND RESPONSIBLE FOR EVEN THEIR
FOOD ON THE TABLE—THEY WILL CHANGE
ATTITUDES, FOR PEOPLE WILL ACT AS IF YOU
“OWE THEM” LONG, LONG AFTER THEY HAVE
GONE THEIR WAY. AND, FURTHERMORE,
THEY WILL BLAME YOU FOR EVERYTHING
NEGATIVE IN BETWEEN. THEY WILL BLAME
YOU, TAKE FROM YOU AND THEN TURN AND
DEMAND MORE FROM YOU. YOU HAD DOGS
WHEN THESE PEOPLE ARRIVED WITH THEIR
ENTOURAGE OF CATS AND DUMPED THEM
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ONTO YOU. EVEN YOUR ANIMALS KNOW THE
SCORE—SO KNOW THAT WE WILL NO LONGER
HOLD ANYTHING OPEN TO THEM AND CERTAINLY
NOT IN A RESPONSIBLE POSITION. I WARN YOU
THAT THE DOGS WILL ACT OUT MORE AND MORE
FIERCELY, FOR “THEY KNOW THE SCORE”. THESE
WERE NOT YOUR FRIENDS—EVER. YOU DON’T
EVEN KNOW THEM, SO GIRD UP THINE STRENGTH
AND EVACUATE SELVES. THIS IS NEVER EASY—
NOT FOR YOU AND NOT FOR ME—FOR MAN HAS
LEARNED A WHOLE SET OF ESCAPE ROUTES FROM
TAKING CARE OF HIMSELF. WE HAVE HAD ENOUGH
OF UNDEPENDABLE WAIFS. SO BE IT. YOU ARE
NOT LOSING FRIENDS; YOU ARE LOSING PARASITES.
Why would I single out the above incident and people?
Because they have asked for my input as to how to solve a
major problem which has arisen. I have told you that I no
longer deal in parables wherein my people are hurting and
taking abuse “to be nice”. “NICE” IS NOT THE NAME OF
THIS GAME, CHELAS. AND GOD DOES NOT
INTRUDE WHERE UNASKED! AND, MORE
CERTAINLY, NOT TO SIMPLY DUMP WONDROUS
THINGS ONTO YOUR WAITING HEADS.
How dare I speak in this manner and who do I think I
am? It doesn’t matter who I am, as a matter of fact! You
wait, plan and dream on WHAT YOU THINK I AM GOING
TO DO FOR YOU THROUGH MY TEAM. MY TEAM
WILL MEET OBLIGATIONS AND THEN GO ON ABOUT
THEIR WAY—PERIOD! YOUR WISHES ARE NOT
THEIR COMMANDS.
Most of you are exactly like Dharma—who would rather
work twice as hard to earn enough to pay “off” someone just
to get them settled elsewhere. Healthy people, who could
work just as easily as YOU, are taking up that which, at worst,
should be for those in true NEED. And yes, Ekkers, this
certainly DOES include you in open considerations of position.
What is this? It is mankind showing true colors, my loves.
They all want something FOR NOTHING and certainly
without having to produce anything. Is this the way you desire
your world to be?
We are all moving through the passage which you of
“enlightenment” consider your “now”, which is possibly best
described as KARMIC CLEARING. Let’s get it cleared,
whatever you call it, so that we can come again into balance
on all UNIVERSAL LEVELS OF EXPRESSION.
There are PLENTY OF JOBS AVAILABLE—it is just
that nobody really wants TO DO ANYTHING, ESPECIALLY
THAT WHICH IS CALLED WORK—IF—THEY CAN
FIND SOMEONE ELSE TO TAKE CARE OF THEM.
By the way, I don’t care whether or not every
building at the farm gets fixed up or a new roof—the
property is not open for this type of pretender, for as it has
already been proven: These do not become caretakers—
they become the loads which break our backs. And, once
ensconced, they cannot seem to be excised. And NO, Rex
is not able to take on that whole load—period and end of
discussion. When we can do so, we will either get rid of
the farm entirely, or lease the storage areas or simply buy
it and turn it over to PROFESSIONAL farmers—or use it
for reserves and other focus.
Those who wish to “just participate”, please send
them over to the Spectrum Group. No, I am entirely
SERIOUS. Have them go and demand help—JUST LIKE
SOME DEMANDED OF US.
WE CANNOT TAKE CARE OF ANY MORE. AT
THIS POINT, YOU MUST ATTEND NEEDS AND STOP
CONSIDERING THAT SOMEBODY ELSE CAN
PROVIDE ALL THAT IS SOMEHOW LACKING. WE
MUST SUSTAIN OUR TEAM OR WE SHALL NOT
SUSTAIN ANYONE.
I MUST HAVE GOOD

STEWARDS, FOR I CAN PROMISE YOU THAT
ABUNDANCE IS ALWAYS LIMITED BY YOUR OWN
STEWARDSHIP OVER THAT WHICH IS.
The total lack of willingness to go attend the weeds and
repair that which is in disrepair proves to me that nobody is
interested in any part of that responsibility, and that includes
their own assumption of emergency reserves. Are you so blind
that you cannot hear the trumpets? Look around you and
determine if you actually want to be stuck in the remaining
years WITH YOUR HOUSEGUESTS AND
RELATIONSHIPS. It is time to evaluate what SELF is
REALLY WANTING TO BECOME, DO AND SHARE—
AND WITH WHOM YOU WISH TO DO IT.
Will having “bunches” of “stuff” make your life more
wondrous, and will you ACTUALLY feel good to just sit and
count your booty? Are you sure? Well, people, you are going
to find out. For, as we move along, we will re-shift and reestablish focus and movements—and we’ll see, won’t we?
I am still amused at how many actually write to me
that if I will give them the winning numbers of the lottery,
they will give me a tenth of the winnings. You know: that
amount that you would be giving as tithe! Some have
even offered in exchange to help run the business office or
mail the paper. Some offer articles for the paper, as soon
as we can afford to pay them for same—and, by the way,
can we lend them some financial assistance until we can
get around to doing that? NO!
Ekkers don’t even want to go home to witness fullbore the destruction of everything. They are lonesome and
want their families and friends—nothing more. Hurt is
like that, finally, readers. Home is truly where the
HEART is. And their hearts are no longer residing in a
seized house and property, or in the body of those who
have assaulted and bashed. So, when they DO come
home, it will be far different from anything before—and
yes, indeed, there will be changes. They are NOT,
however, longer into solving any other’s problems. A lot
of beds were made without care about the repercussions or
consequences of actions against them, and they have no
wish to remake those beds with the thistle implants. It is
assumed the occupants wanted the thorns and thistles or
they wouldn’t have put them there and refused to remove
them.
Frankly, they do not care about yellow-star thistle at
the farm, seed grain, product or otherwise. Everyone
attached has had ample time to think and choose, and we
are going to MOVE ON and simply cast off the old—right
after setting the records STRAIGHT and demanding
restitution for the criminal actions perpetrated. Other
settlements can be made, but no, we are no longer in the
“make it easy” game for anyone, for NO ONE HAS
MADE IT EASY FOR THEM.
“But they can’t just up and...”. Oh yes, they can and
shall. For they shall not intervene or interfere in MY
BUSINESS! You who have denied me in your confusion
and, more disastrously, denied the civil rights unto my
people—shall simply have whatever you shall have.
I have offered you insight and thousands upon
thousands of written pages and spoken words so that you
could KNOW, and you have gone back to sleep, and
argued and warred your way into a lazy stupor. So be it.
There is NO GUARANTEE that this age of enlightenment
shall be some “Golden Age” for those who pretend to be
something in a cute illusionary rapture to avoid their just
returns. YOU will do the judging of self, and wishes will flow
like wine from broken casks on that day of confrontation—and,
oh my, yes, you will wish you had acted differently in almost
every expression of your lifestream.
YOU ARE NOW ON STAGE! AND YOU WILL
PLAY YOUR PARTS, JUST AS WE HAVE PLAYED
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OURS (AND MANY PARTS THEY HAVE BEEN) ON
THE WORLD STAGE. YES, TODAY IT IS YOUR
CHOICES—THE CHOICES THAT YOU MAKE,
BELOVED—THAT WILL DETERMINE THE VERY
COURSE OF THIS CIVILIZATION.
By the way, that which has been offered in prophecies is
but a mere portent of things to come, chelas. I can tell you
that never—in your history since you first placed feet on this
wondrous planet and on the soil of this place—have you had
such a challenge as you now face, and as you and your
progeny will be facing in the next years ahead.
There is the potential for absolute cataclysm and, equally
offered, is the potential for an absolute Golden Age. And, we
will be given dispensations from the very heavens themselves
and the Creator residing in the highest cause, if we but petition
and put our truth to the wheel.
And why might the dire predictions have been made?
Wow, dear ones, because they are and have always been—
REMEMBER!
Bad news, perhaps, but you must stop pushing the river
in your singular little motivations and inner dreamings. You
have to paddle like heck UPSTREAM now, and this is when
everyone drops away, if they can’t have jet motors to push the
boat. YOU ARE NOT WILLING TO GIVE UP
“ANYTHING BUT YOUR FREEDOM” TO GET
ANYWHERE OTHER THAN DOWN THE DRAIN.
“Remoteness Dilution” works, chelas: As you move
further from an incident in distance, in time and focus, you are
less involved. Well, did you think Ekkers would not undergo
the same remoteness dilution in the struggle to GET YOU
WHAT “YOU” WANT? They do what they do, as do all my
staff who struggle constantly to just keep that which we need.
This is a GAME, but it is no longer a “me-ness” game. You
only start with responsibility for self, then begin to grow—and,
in the vernacular of the day, you have to “Get up off your
assets, get some ‘ertia’ and get a LIFE”.
YOU are the changing element in this ongoing play of
universal manifestation. The sine wave of the ages continues,
regardless of the comings and goings of humanity. It is
irrevocable. It can no more be stopped than the rising and the
setting of the Sun or the rotation of the Earth around the Sun.
These are established facts of the perception of that which is
NATURAL LAW. It is MAN that must reverse the tide of
this negative aspect closing in on his very existence.
And, dear ones, it might well distress you that OUR
PUSH is to establish a civilization capable of coming through
the changes with enough intact to maintain new generations—
and that is through the inevitable return to the tribal traditions
of honor and integrity. We will build up the people—we are
not interested in more polluting factories for luxury, or more
welfare payments available for those who could, but do not,
work or feel self too “underpaid” to take a job. Ah, so be it,
for it HAS come to pass as PROMISED by your seers, and
you still go blindly on and on in your physical idiocy.
The economic structure cannot endure as it is, chelas.
Economic debacle is foreseen. You have been warned to
PREPARE. Setbacks will be sudden. Be not lulled by the
heyday and hoopla. The money system, the banking houses,
these cannot prevent the collapse of nations and banking
houses, no matter who they be. These things today are built
on shifting sands of human greed, ambition and manipulation
of the lifeblood of the people of God. It MUST CHANGE
INTO SOME BALANCE OF VALUE, or the entire system
will simply collapse ON THE PEOPLE.
The mitigating factor in economic debacle, in nuclear
war, in plague untold and death, is the nucleus of Lightbearers and the quotient of Sacred Fire they invoke. We
have, then, a tripod of war, economic debacle and cataclysm.
Any one of these could be sprung at any time. You must
appreciate how urgent is the moment and the hour for how
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incredibly great is the need of response.
Friends, I have watched civilizations rise and then
topple, even yet unto total destruction. I have watched
mankind cycle in consciousness in cycled golden ages to
primitive societies.
You have entered into this materialistic civilization,
and it has cost you dearly. For you have been driven
this way and that way, seeking outer things, forgetting
that you once knew and tended the Truth on the altar
of the heart and soul.
In these late centuries, some of you have come to
be reborn to rebuild such as America as the most new
of opportunities, and you have allowed her to become
steeped in the slavery to the adversary of goodness and
GREATNESS. Some of you have simply reentered the
old Atlantean spirals of deception, the abuse of power
and of money and have, therefore, turned around what
might have been truly a Golden Age into a downward
spiral of negative energies.
And what is offered unto some? Well, I can remind
you that certain karma, if you will, of ancient Lemuria
is upon most of the students who call themselves to be
something from a “new” concept without the structuring
of the orthodox and indoctrined “religions”. You can
take that which is KNOWN and move forward without
limitation, or you can say, “Oh, well...”, and drift into
the ethers of chaos tossing you on the tides of endless
energies.
There NEED BE NO calamity. BUT, what will be
is that which you make it to be. And yes, I am setting
forth some pretty pushy guidelines, so that you might
see your position and your possible placement for the
maximum service and accomplishment. And, therefore,
to you who could not abide, for instance, Dharma’s and
Oberli’s direction: Why do you continue to annoy them
NOW? Why do you attend so greatly your need to hurt
and destroy them? YOU WILL NOT “BREAK”
THEM, FOR EACH THING NOW ONLY MAKES
THEM STRONGER AND SHOWS YOUR OWN
IGNORANCE IN YOUR OWN DECISIONS. YOU
STILL WANT THAT WHICH YOU THOUGHT
YOU HAD FROM ME THROUGH IMPOSTORS?
NO, THANK YOU.
One last thought in this writing on this matter:
What you can do to work planetary change is unlimited.
I SAID IT IS UNLIMITED! The infinite power of
God is available to you, greater than all nuclear power
or weapons. This is not some theory or metaphysical
prattling. It is a LAW that you can make physical by
the spiritual fire merging in the chalice of being. Ah,
may you not be given to be among those who will have
to say, “What might have been...”.
Remember that in all areas of crisis and ultimate
catastrophe, it has taken but a few Light-bearers to save
a situation and but a few spoilers to ruin all for the
people. Thus, understand that key figures play their
parts this day, even as chessmen on the board of life.
Your actions, choices, moves and decisions will truly
affect the fate of your Earth and her destiny for all time
to come in your perception of manifest beingness.
I would remind you of something special, readers:
YOU DO NOT GET TO THE HEAVEN OF LIGHT
THROUGH EGO—YOU CAN ONLY MAKE IT ON
SOUL.
May you see the Light of God, and stop looking
around for the lamp switch!
Salu, Dad
dharma
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Marcos A Victim
Of Disinformation
At the request of Commander Hatonn, we present this brief but informative writing from The SPOTLIGHT
newspaper, which is apparently a reprint from a piece written around 1986. We heartily encourage
support of The SPOTLIGHT for their daring, alluded to by then President Marcos in this article.
MARCOS A VICTIM OF DISINFORMATION
“Flashback” from The SPOTLIGHT, 3/13/00
Most of what Americans know about the late former
Philippine President and his wife, Imelda, is not true. During
the final years of the Marcos reign, which lasted from 1965 to
1986, the Marcoses were subjected to an unending drumbeat
of deliberate disinfomation put out by the “mainstream” media.
In fact, the plutocratic interests that control the major media
monopolies had joined with high-level forces to bring down
Marcos.
Although The SPOTLIGHT told what was really
happening in the Philippines, some readers (accustomed to
smears of the Marcoses by other media) questioned our
reports.
Most Americans still believe the Marcoses stole billion
from the Philippine treasury to buy thousands of shoes and that
honest “democrat” Cory Aquino stepped in to save the day.
The media imagery was clever, but the truth is quite the
opposite.
Mrs. Aquino was not a “nice housewife”. She was a
member of the wealthy, corrupt Cojuangco family. The family
of her late husband, a corrupt, murdering intriguer, Benigno
Aquino, had been puppet governors who ran the Philippines
for the Japanese during WWII at the same time Ferdinand
Marcos was fighting alongside American forces against the
Japanese.
The Aquino-Cojuangco dispute with Marcos had nothing
to do with “democratic values” but instead the profits of
Cory’s family’s vast
properties: Under
the agrarian reform
law instituted by the
populist Marcos to
help
landless
peasants, a portion
of Mrs. Aquino’s
estates were to be
subdivided and sold
at cost to their
impoverished
tenants.
Mrs. Aquino,
needless to say,
resisted the reform
measures. She and
her family and their
cronies were eager
to gain control of
the Philippines to
loot it for their own
interests and, along
with a host of
international
bankers and State
Department

intriguers, they targeted the Marcos fortune. The truth about
that fortune is quite opposite from what most Americans
believe.
After WWII, Marcos and several of his army colleagues
uncovered the “Yamashita Treasure”—a vast gold hoard
named after Japanese General Tomoyuki Yamashita, who had
buried it in the Philippines. The gold came from the
conquered nations of the Pacific—some 1,000 tons worth $3
billion to $40 billion. However, much more gold remained
buried and Marcos continued to search for it.
The story of the treasure was widely known. However,
when the campaign against Marcos began, the media
denounced the story, saying there was “no treasure” and that
Marcos had “stolen” his money.
Long after Marcos fell, media reports admitted Marcos
had, indeed, found a substantial portion of the treasure and that
the Aquino regime was continuing to look for the balance.
There was another reason the Aquino crowd and their
allies moved against Marcos: He had challenged the power of
the international banking Elite.
In 1977 Marcos sent his wife, Imelda, to Washington to
meet with the Federal Reserve Board in an attempt to have the
American Government buy some of Marcos’ own gold
reserves so the proceeds could be plowed into the Philippine
economy.
The Fed informed Mrs. Marcos that the Philippine
Government should instead borrow the money like all Third
World nations did. Marcos refused to do this, regarding the
World Bank’s loans as the surest way to bondage.
At this stage, the plutocrats decided Marcos was
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dangerous. He was independently wealthy—and beyond
control—and his refusal to borrow could inspire others.
The second “crime” Marcos committed was in the
establishment of a chain of “people’s banks”, where common
people could borrow without collateral, pledging only their
skill and labor. The idea was revolutionary when coupled with
a 2 to 3 percent interest rate. The banks were an instant
success and although limited to the Philippines, hit a panic
button in the international banking Elite. So not only did
Marcos refuse to borrow the country into eternal debt, he was
also lending money for next to nothing.
All of this prompted the maneuvers against Marcos. A
clique of high-level intriguers in the United States nationalsecurity establishment, with ties to the banking interests and
the Israeli lobby, were the prime movers in the campaign to
destroy Marcos.
In its Issue No. 11 for 1986 (dated March 17) The
SPOTLIGHT revealed that a circle surrounding President
Ronald Reagan (a longtime friend of Marcos) kept Reagan in
the dark about what was really happening in the Philippines.
These plotters had been engaged in a long-time effort to
manipulate events against Marcos.
On Feb. 7, 1986, Marcos stood for reelection against Cory
Aquino, the widow of his longtime critic Benigno Aquino,
whose murder (by the CIA) had been falsely blamed on
Marcos. The media did not report that $30 million in CIA
funds were channeled into the Aquino campaign. Nor did the
media report that the “heroic” Mr. Aquino had been a longtime
CIA asset, who orchestrated the mass murder of his own allies
in order to become the “number one Marcos critic”.
Marcos won the election, despite fraud by the Aquino
forces. However, former U.S. Ambassador William Sullivan,
one of the anti-Marcos plotters, declared that Marcos had
stolen the election. This gave CIA operatives the cover to
orchestrate a “people’s uprising” against Marcos. CIA teams
inflamed Philippine mobs, sabotaged communications, bribed
the police and drew disgruntled military officers into an antiMarcos conspiracy.
Under siege, Marcos was prevented from making contact
with his friend in the White House and Reagan was not told
of the maneuvering by the CIA against Marcos.
Indignant, Marcos refused to surrender, but U.S.
Ambassador Michael Armacost ordered U.S. forces to begin
bombing Marcos’ palace.
Marcos agreed to be flown to safety to his home province
of Ilocos Norte, but never agreed to resign. A U.S plane
picked up Marcos and his entourage but took them to U.S.
territory on Guam. Then they were brought to Hawaii—
kidnapped to prevent Marcos from fighting on his own turf.
After Marcos fell and The SPOTLIGHT requested an
interview with the former Philippine leader, he personally
moved The SPOTLIGHT to the top of a list of 33
newspapers that were seeking an interview.
During that historic personal interview in Hawaii
(published in two parts in the Aug.18 and Aug. 25, 1986,
issues), Marcos told why he had come to admire The
SPOTLIGHT so much:
We were dismayed to find out how little of the reality
about our national crisis found its way into the mass media.
Even leading U.S. news organizations ran accounts that
were one-sided, seldom factual and strangely repetitive, as if
the reporters were following not actual events but the
direction of some invisible chorus master who told them what
to think.
We found in The SPOTLIGHT more than once the
only straightforward and unbiased account of our Republic’s
agony…
…By virtue of its independence and unbiased hardhitting journalism, The SPOTLIGHT came to play a
significant role in the recent history of our nation.
[END OF ARTICLE]
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Austrian “Egg”
Set To Hatch
3/17/00—#1

CHRISTIAN HOLOCAUST IN PUBLIC EYE

CHRISTIAN HOLOCAUST

By Louis Beam, The SPOTLIGHT, 2/21/00

Hatonn—I want you to be aware, as readers, that we
are NOT going to play games pitting Jews against
Christians, and such nonsense. These are just the games
people play and the adversary plays with all humanity.
We make every effort afforded to the human position to
get the truth brought before you or, at the least, to tell you
where you can check out the facts regarding any
circumstance. I don’t even want to talk about space
aliens, shape-shifters and other distracters. These are all
BS to serve up sensationalism and destroy the very
resource (your source) as to credibility. I am anti only one
thing and confront it where it is: EVIL. I do not destroy
and I do not make lies to gain an edge. If this is not
acceptable to you as a reader, then this is sad FOR
YOU—for I will not change to suit your wishes for SELF.
CREDIBILITY—THROUGH
LINGERING
STANCE WHICH STANDS ALL ASSAULTS AND
THE TEST OF “TIME”—IS BUILT, AND WE WILL
NOT SACRIFICE ONE IOTA OF “OUR” TRUTH TO
SERVE UP ANYTHING TO ANYONE. WE WILL
OFTEN OFFER THAT WHICH HAS ALREADY
BEEN PRESENTED, FOR FROM THERE IS WHERE
YOU MUST GET YOUR FACTUAL, MANIFEST
INFORMATION.
THE BROTHERHOOD OF
SPIRITUAL TRUTH IS AMONG YOU TO ASSIST
YOU AND THAT ENDS IT. YOU WILL DO THAT
WHICH IS DONE OR IT SHALL REMAIN UNDONE.
The Jewish Holocaust IS A LIE—as presented
historically by the Jews—and actually was committed by
those calling themselves AshkeNAZI. If you are fooled,
it is not because they didn’t tell you themselves—through
the clues always present—what was taking place and has
continued in the enlarging of the preposterous tales to
EXTORT YOU BLIND SHEEP.
The facts are that the number of deliberately slain, socalled Christians before, during and after World War II—
by ones such as your Jewish Eisenhower—is insipid and
wishfully FORGOTTEN. I am going to offer, again, some
bibliography material and, please, refresh your minds from
that which we offered long ago through the Journals, but
specifically through such as Other Losses, by James
Bacque, 1991, etc.
The SPOTLIGHT brings this again to attention worthy of
note in a “commentary” in the February 21, 2000 issue. And
while you are trying to remember what you might know about
the communist Russian regime—please remember that the
Bolsheviks were ALL “Jews”, having changed their names to
protect their guilt—and that holds true for such as Joseph
Stalin, as well. Remember that with the overthrow of the Czar
of Russia came a new type of government—and Communism
was ESTABLISHED UNDER JEWISH TALMUDIC
MANIFESTO. And when you get mad and call me names:
REMEMBER, I DIDN’T MAKE THESE TALES NOR DO
THE DEEDS—YOU ALLOWED IT AND YOUR ENEMY
SERVED IT UP ON YOUR TABLE TO POISON THE
WORLD.
[QUOTING:]

AUSTRIAN ELECTION DRAGS SUPPRESSED
HISTORY OF EUROPE FROM DARK CLOSET
If you wonder why the newly elected Austrian Freedom
Party is being so maligned, it’s because the party is shaking up
the very foundation of power in the post-World War Two
world. [H: Surely, you wondered why the world was so
into the political business of little Austria lately.]
Because of the incessant talk about a “holocaust”, it is
time to publicize a holocaust that few people know about.
Suddenly, with the assumption of a new, democratically elected
Government in Austria, the horrible truth of the aftermath of
WW-II has finally broken into the front pages of newspapers
throughout the world. THE AUSTRIAN FREEDOM PARTY
HAS CALLED FOR COMPENSATION TO THOSE
ETHNIC GERMANS WHO WERE EXPELLED AND
MURDERED BY CZECHOSLOVAKIA AT THE END OF
WW-II. [H: Read it again!]
This bloodthirsty extermination of ethnic Germans is
surpassed in magnitude and horror only by the crimes of mass
murder in the Soviet Union committed by Josef Stalin against
the people of the USSR. It was there, in the horrible gulags
of Stalin and in the towns and villages of the Kulaks, that the
single largest mass murder of the 20th Century occurred.
Under the rulership of idealistic socialists, some 30 million
people were put to death by communist butchers. LEST ONE
THINK ONLY COMMUNISTS AND SOCIALISTS ARE
CAPABLE OF SUCH HORRENDOUS CRIMES AGAINST
OTHER HUMAN BEINGS, THE NEXT GREATEST
MASSACRE OF HELPLESS HUMANS OCCURRED
DURING THAT SAME PERIOD BY THE SO CALLED
“DEMOCRACIES” OF THE UNITED STATES, ENGLAND
AND FRANCE.
The second largest mass extermination of human beings
in the 20th Century did occur in what was formally the greater
German Reich. But, the victims were NOT Jewish
concentration-camp inmates and there were not 6 million
murdered during a war. The victims were 9.3 MILLION
GERMAN CIVILIANS AND PRISONERS OF WAR
MURDERED BY THE ALLIES AFTER HITLER WAS
DEAD AND AFTER “PEACE” WAS DECLARED.
CENSORSHIP OF GENOCIDE
Suppressing the knowledge of this post-War genocide for
so long was no easy task. Those in government and the news
media who did so, knew that only by creating a horrible lie
could the real terror story of mass murder and genocide by the
Allies be cleverly covered up. Thus, in the hearts of guilty
men were born the stories of soap, lamp shades, gas chambers
and the black smoke of furnaces reaching toward the heavens
from crematoria. In sum, a holocaust of lies was born.
It needs to be pointed out that innocent Jews died at the
hands of Nazis, just as other innocent people died at hands of
the Allies at Dresden, Hiroshima and elsewhere during the
War. However, the massive [lying] with intent to cover up
crimes against humanity committed by the Allies begins with
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the fabrication of the magnitude of deaths as well as the which the translators never could translate into Albanian,” says billions of dollars in U.S. technology to Red China, violating
Veton Surroi, a member of the Albanian delegation.
method of death. And thus it has been ’til this day.
promises not to do so. Meanwhile, in Israel, the first public
[END OF QUOTING]
debate on Israel’s TOP-SECRET NUCLEAR WARHEADS
DELIBERATE
[got underway]. ISRAEL HAS NOT SIGNED THE
AND JUST A LITTLE SIDE COMMENT
NUCLEAR NONPROLIFERATION TREATY AND HAS
After the unconditional surrender of Germany, 9.3 million
ON ISRAEL'S STATUS AS TRUTH BEARERS:
ALWAYS DENIED HAVING NUCLEAR WEAPONS.
people were killed by the victors deliberately. Dwight D.
ISRAEL’S STATUS AS AN OUTLAW NATION HAS NOT
Eisenhower ran prisoner-of-war camps where well over 1
[QUOTING from the Associated Press:]
INTERFERED WITH ITS MASSIVE FUNDING BY
million German men were starved to death. Then, to crown
Topic: GETTING WISE. A $450 MILLION Israeli AMERICAN AND GERMAN TAXPAYERS.
this horrific crime by the Allies, another 15 MILLION “purchase” [H: ???] of 24 high-tech attack helicopters has
[END OF QUOTING]
Germans were expelled from their homes in East Prussia, stalled because the U.S. uncharacteristically refuses to give
Be prepared, readers, for the unfolding of the lies—as the
Pomerania, Sudentenland, Silesia and elsewhere. By the terms Israel software technology which has cost the American lights begin to shine on them—is going to be a terrible thing
of the hypocritical Genocide Convention, this is genocide.
taxpayers plenty. U.S. officials fear that the Israelis would to behold.
This must be called by what it is: a true Holocaust. With modify and sell it at great profit to Red China and other
I need to leave this task now and attend some other
the election of the Freedom Party in Austria, the truth will countries. [H: No, they are afraid that you-the-people pressing matters. Thank you.
become a topic for discussion for the first time in 55 years. would find out and that would be pretty nasty in such a
Salu, Hatonn
And this is what terrifies the Western governments of the political year.] As reported before, Israel has already sold dharma
world. This is the reason for the frenetic opposition to the new
Government of Austria. The morality and the legitimacy of all
those who helped promote post-War lies are now being
brought into question. The assumption of power in Austria of
those not committed to lies, cover-up, corruption and historical
falsehoods will shake the foundations of post-WW-II history,
as well as the view of the modern, democratic states toward
The Zionist agenda is not shared by ALL Jews, as this article from Final Call documents.
themselves.
Only by forthrightly facing this tremendous crime
But the rabbis pointed out that Minister Farrakhan has
ZIONISM, NOT FARRAKHAN IS THE PROBLEM,
committed by the so-called “democratic” nations can we even
made
outreach for dialogue with his attackers.
RABBIS SAY
begin to compensate for the lives destroyed, as well as ensure
Their own relationship with the Nation began last
such an atrocious event never happens again in history.
summer when they approached the Muslims seeking help
By Nisa Islam Muhammad, Final Call, 3/15/00
in securing the release of several Jewish rabbis held in
SOURCE MATERIAL:
CHICAGO—Sixteen years ago, in defense of Iran for alleged spying.
That led to additional meetings to foster a better
Reverend Jesse Jackson, the sum of the relationship
OTHER LOSSES, by James Bacque, 1991
relationship.
“This Jewish community is an excellent
between Minister Louis Farrakhan and some members of
CRIMES AND MERCIES: THE FATE OF GERMAN the Jewish community equaled a grave misunderstanding example of how Black and Jewish relations can be,” said
CIVILIANS UNDER ALLIED OCCUPATION, 1944-1950, by that those Jews have wielded from then until now like a Nation of Islam Chief of Staff Leonard F. Muhammad.
James Bacque, 1997
Before the 1984 elections, there was hardly a mumbling
weapon to multiply a negative press campaign against the
AUSCHWITZ: THE FINAL COUNT, by Vivian Bird, 1999 Minister. All that ended Feb. 24-27 when rabbis of the word about Minister Farrakhan and Jews. The waters were
NEMESIS AT POTSDAM, by Alfred de Zayas, 1977
Neturei Karta Orthodox Jewish community divided parted with the great divide when Minister Farrakhan defended
A TERRIBLE REVENGE, by Alfred de Zayas, 1986
Reverend Jackson against Jews seeking to “ruin” his
themselves from that effort.
SILESIAN INFERNO, by Karl F. Grau, 1992
In an historic Feb. 28 announcement, the rabbis told campaign. Those Jews labeled the Minister a new “Hitler”.
AN EYE FOR AN EYE, by John Sack, 1993
Although Minister Farrakhan condemned Hitler as being
the world of their support for Minister Farrakhan and the
The complete version of this essay and others by Louis Nation of Islam during a press conference after the wicked for his deeds, somewhere and somehow that message
Beam may be found on his web-site at: www.louisbeam.com. Saviours’ Day weekend celebration.
got deleted from the media reports and all that was played over
[H: IF SOMEONE WILL SEEK OUT THIS
“We’ve had hours and hours of conversations with and over in the press was that Minister Farrakhan called Hitler
INFORMATION AND OBTAIN PERMISSION FOR Minister Farrakhan,” said Rabbi David Weiss, “Minister great.
RUNNING THIS DIRECTLY IN CONTACT, WE WILL Farrakhan is a strong-willed person. The Jews
The next media distortion was the misinterpretation of the
BE HAPPY TO DO SO. EACH VOICE JOINED misconstrued his statements. They (Zionists) changed following quote: “Now, that nation of Israel never has had any
TOGETHER IN TRUTH AND UNITY MAKES, Judaism with their new style. This is Zionism. Judaism peace in 40 years, and she will never have any peace because
FINALLY, A VERY LARGE NOISE, INDEED.]
there can never be any peace structured on injustice, thievery,
is not like this.”
[END OF QUOTING]
Rabbi Weiss led a delegation of rabbis that were lying and deceit and using the name of God to shield your dirty
And, readers, beware, for one of the most absurdly invited to Saviours’ Day by Minister Farrakhan as part of religion under His holy and righteous name.”
dangerous individuals on your globe is, yes, indeed, Madeleine their ongoing dialogue and reconciliation. The rabbis
Again, the media had a field day with that and soon all
Albright. In addition, to find this woman amusing is a gross spoke throughout the weekend and addressed the capacity that was reported was that Minister Farrakhan called Judaism
understatement of conditions. Also in that same issue of The crowd at the United Center on Feb. 27.
a “gutter religion”.
SPOTLIGHT, in the “News You May Have Missed”:
In their new pamphlet, “Exile and Redemption: The Torah
“Zionism is a transformation from godliness to
[QUOTING:]
Approach,
An Introductory Exploration of Zionism, Jewishmaterialism,” explained Rabbi Weiss. “Know the
difference between Zionism and Judaism. We are Gentile Relations and the Recent Dialogue with the Nation of
THE AMERICAN WAY
diametrically opposed. We apologize for those who Islam, by a Friend of Neturei Karta”, that remark is explained
attacked Minister Farrakhan. Those who attacked by Jews themselves.
When Albanian diplomats were approached by an represent the façade of Judaism.”
“The media widely reported that the Minister had referred
unkempt woman in Rambouillet, France late one night during
to
Judaism
as a ‘gutter religion’. This error (or distortion) was
This example of peace and reconciliation has not been
the Kosovo peace talks, they thought she was a maid. [H: received by all as good news for the faithful. On the deeply troubling to the Nation of Islam. The reason was that
Oh, indeed, this is the SAME one that they speak of as contrary, so-called mainstream Jewish groups have attacked in Minister Farrakhan’s vocabulary the phrase ‘dirty religion’
becoming President of Kosovo and also that war was this bond as insincere.
has a particular meaning. It referred to adherents of a faith
dubbed, “Madeleine Albright’s War”.]
In news reports, Micheal Siegel, President of the who sinned against the tenets of that faith. The ‘dirty religion’
“Give us five minutes and please go away”, one diplomat Chicago Board of Rabbis, said that “the Jewish community is the distorted faith which emerges from its manipulation by
said. He was not expecting the most undiplomatic, four-letter is fairly well organized and there are bodies equipped to hypocrites or sinners.... The use of ‘dirty religion’ in the
barrage he received in return. It turns out U.S. Secretary of have a conversation. (Farrakhan) knows their phone Minister’s lexicon could have been discovered by any
State Madeleine Albright doesn’t like being told to wait or to numbers and the fact that he chose to go elsewhere shows researcher interested in generating light instead of heat,” the
go away. “Mrs. Albright started using explicit language, the lack of sincerity” in his outreach.
statement reads.

Zionism Is Not Judaism—Rabbis
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The News Desk
By John Ray
NEW TECHNOLOGIES IMPERIL HUMANITY
U.S. Scientist, 3/13/00
SAN FRANCISCO (Reuters)—The co-founder of
one of Silicon Valley’s top technology companies
believes scientific advances may be ushering humanity
into a nightmare world where super-smart machines
force mankind into extinction.
In a heartfelt appeal published in the April issue of
Wired magazine, Sun Microsystems, Inc. (SUNW.O)
chief scientist Bill Joy urges technologists to reconsider
the ethics of the drive toward constant scientific
innovation.
“We are being propelled into this new century with
no plan, no control, no brakes,” Joy writes. “The last
chance to assert control—the fail-safe point—is rapidly
approaching.”
Joy’s article comes as a rare cry of caution in an
industry that thrives on relentless and often unplanned
advances and is now riding the boom of a “new economy”
expansion attributed to technological progress.
The warning is all the more disturbing because of
the author’s own impressive tech credentials. A leading
computer researcher who developed an early version of
the Unix operating system, Joy has more recently
pioneered software technologies like Java and was CoChairman of a presidential commission on the future of
information technology.
Joy’s fears focus on three areas of technology
undergoing incredibly rapid change.
THINKING, BREEDING ROBOTS
The first, robotics, involves the development of
“thinking” computers that within three short decades
could be as much as a million times more powerful than
those now available. Joy sees this as setting the
groundwork for a “robot species” of intelligent robots
that create evolved copies of themselves.
The second, genetics, deals with scientific
breakthroughs in manipulating the very structure of
biological life. While Joy says this has led to benefits
such as pest-resistant crops, it also has set the stage for
new, man-made plagues that could literally wipe out the
natural world.
The third, nanotechnology, involves the creation of
objects on an atom-by-atom basis, which before long
could be harnessed to create smart machines that are
microscopically small.
All three of these technologies share one
characteristic absent in earlier dangerous human
inventions, such as the atomic bomb: They could
replicate themselves, creating a cascade effect that could
sweep through the physical word in much the same way
a virus spreads through the computer world.
“It is no exaggeration to say we are on the cusp of
the further perfection of extreme evil,” Joy writes. “An
evil whose possibility spreads well beyond that which
weapons of mass destruction bequeathed to nation states
on to surprising and terrible empowerment of extreme
individuals.”

OTHER INDUSTRY LEADERS NOT
CONVINCED
Executives attending PC Forum, a technology
industry conference in Scottsdale, Arizona, had mixed
reactions to Joy’s grim view on technology.
“You can’t argue with the incredible improvements
in thought, civilization, productivity. The world is
changing and I think people would say dramatically for
the better,” said Michael Campbell of SAP America
Inc., which develops software to help corporations
manage their business.
Steve Kirsch, the founder of Infoseek and now
Chief Executive of a new start-up called Propel, said he
saw many instances where science and research [are]
not moving fast enough, such as in the area of
embryonic stem cell research, where the U.S.
Government is too restrictive.
“If anything... we are moving the opposite way, not
faster,” he said. “Lives are going to be lost.”
But others said Joy’s fears of technology running
out of control were not entirely off the mark.
“From the sense that technologists fail to fully study
or bother to understand the long-range implications of
technology, Bill Joy is right on the mark,” said Steve
Larsen, Senior Vice President of marketing at Net
Perceptions, which develops personalization software
for the Internet.
KACZYNSKI’S IDEAS
Joy says his new, darker vision of the potential
threat to humanity posed by technology—one he notes
is shared in part by convicted Unabomber Theodore
Kaczynski [who, as we know, was NOT the fictitious
Unabomber]—has led him to reconsider his own
contributions to the field.
“I have always believed that making software more
reliable, given its many uses, will make the world a
safer place,” Joy writes. “If I were to come to believe
the opposite, then I would be morally obligated to stop
this work. I can now imagine such a day may come.”
Joy does hold out some hope, saying humanity’s
effort to control nuclear and biological weapons was
evidence of the strength of the species’ self-preservation
instinct.
But he urges a wider dialogue on the implications
of new tech advances and specifically asks that they be
incorporated into the program at the annual Pugwash
Conferences, which began in 1957 as a forum for
scientists to discuss the threat posed by nuclear
weapons.
“The experiences of the atomic scientists clearly
show the need to take personal responsibility, the danger
that things will move too fast, and the way in which the
process can take on a life of its own,” Joy says. “We
can, as they did, create insurmountable problems in
almost no time flat. We must do more thinking up
front if we are not to be similarly surprised and shocked
by the consequences of our inventions.”
[JR: The race forward in research and development
in computer technology and microbiology sciences is
like a train speeding faster than tracks and bridges
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can be built ahead of it. They are so focused on
their glorious event horizon for prestige, material
gain and the almighty challenge that almost
everything on either side is but a blur. We
occasionally need to slow down, pull over, get
refocused and verify that the direction in which we
are traveling is really taking us where we need to
go.]
BRITISH SOLDIERS WERE CHEMICAL
“GUINEA PIGS” DURING GULF WAR
By Kathleen Nutt, Sunday Herald—Scotland, 3/5/00
The Ministry of Defence has been accused by a
leading Government adviser of deliberately using British
troops as “experimental animals” during the Gulf War.
According to Professor Malcolm Hooper, a leading
Government adviser in chemical warfare, the MoD
issued soldiers a cocktail of drugs and vaccines to see
how they would interact with enemy nerve agents and
what effect they would have on people.
Professor Hooper last night launched a fierce attack
on the “failure” of both Conservative governments and
the current Labour Administration to properly research
drugs and vaccines given to troops and monitor the
effects on them.
“At one stage, I was willing to believe that the
MoD had tried to do their best for the troops, but now
I feel they were actually quite prepared to sacrifice the
troops as experimental animals so they could understand
better how we might cope with a chemical and
biological weapons war,” he said.
He added that the successive governments should
have done three things: monitor soldiers while they were
taking the drugs, carry out regular follow-up checks in
the years after the war, and carry out medical
examinations of sick veterans. None of these measures
were taken…. “They are just quite prepared to write
these lads off in order to understand what happens in a
chemical and biological war.”
Professor Hooper, Emeritus Professor of Medicinal
Chemistry at the University of Sunderland, said studies
in the UK and U.S. had already proven that the drug
pyridostigmine bromide, taken in tablets by troops three
times a day for between eight and 10 weeks, had caused
damage to the nervous system. Despite this research,
the Government had not carried out any clinical
examinations on the sick veterans, he said.
The tablets were taken by 300,000 British and
American troops in 1991 as a protection against nervegas attack. Symptoms experienced by 6,000 of the
47,000 British servicemen and 100,000 Americans nine
years after the war include chronic pain, digestive
problems, nausea, skin rashes, aching joints, memory
loss, depression, hair loss and attention-span difficulties.
The National Gulf Veterans and Families
Association estimates that 400 UK veterans have died
since 1991 as a result of being forced to take the
chemical cocktails and exposure to pesticides.
In October last year, the Government promised to
consider a Pentagon-funded report, which said that the
tablets could have been the cause of the illnesses
suffered by the veterans.
Scots veteran Terry Gooding, a former Royal Navy
Chief Petty Officer who served in the Gulf from
December 1990 to May 1991, has subsequently
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experienced many of the symptoms of the illness,
including memory loss, chronic fatigue and skin rashes.
Gooding, who last week handed in a petition to
Downing Street calling for a public inquiry into Gulf
War Illness, said it was shameful that the Labour
Government had failed to sympathise with veterans’
demands.
“I took the tablets and had the vaccines,” he said.
“We weren’t told of any risks. We weren’t told they
were experimental and we thought they would help us.
I think the feeling is that people serving in the armed
forces can just be used as experiments. Now we are
dying at one a week and still the Government is doing
nothing.
“My personal feeling is that the drug cocktail and
the vaccines, together with the sulphur from the oil
fields and the depleted uranium from the granules left
after ammunition is fired, weakened our immune
systems.”
Professor Hooper said he was disappointed that the
Labour Government had taken no more action than the
Tories, despite its pledge for openness, and he claimed
commercial interests were dictating the MoD’s political
agenda.
“The MoD has fed ministers deliberate untruths—
that was the case with Nicholas Soames, who said there
were no organophosphate insecticides used in the Gulf
War. That was not true and, of course, he had to
retract that,” he said.
Asked why he thought the Government appeared to
be taking so little action, he said: “I don’t think it’s
money, I think it’s because they are afraid that the
military will lose face, and that the industrial lobby
which is responsible for depleted-uranium munitions and
the manufacturer of the tablets will lose out.”
An MoD spokesman said there was no conclusive
evidence linking the illnesses to service in the Gulf, but
the Ministry would keep an open mind on any new
medical research or evidence.
[JR: The U.S. and British governments have no
defense to explain their use of experimental drugs
and vaccines on non-informed, non-consenting
military personnel. What a horrible realization that
OUR Government would conduct secret medical
research on its own troops just to learn how fast a
man will die from their manufactured “weapons of
mass destruction”—and they don’t even follow up
their experiments with medical treatment.]

gave Prozac to a volunteer group of mentally healthy
adults and found even their behaviour was affected. He
said: “We can make healthy volunteers belligerent,
fearful, suicidal, and even pose a risk to others.”
Healy says between one in 20 and one in 10 people
who take Prozac can be affected by akathisia, whereby
they become mentally restless or manic and lose all
inhibitions about their actions. “People don’t care
about the consequences as you’d normally expect.
They’re not bothered about contemplating something
they would usually be scared of,” he said.
The study is a potentially devastating blow for U.S.
drug company Eli Lilly, which has made millions from
Prozac. In a statement last night, the company said:
“Since its discovery in 1972, Prozac has become one of
the world’s most studied drugs. An extensive review of
scientific evidence has demonstrated no causal link
between Prozac and aggressive behaviour.” Previous
studies linking Prozac to violence have been discredited
because aggressive behaviour could be caused by
patients’ personality disorders, not the drug. Healy’s
study is the first to show Prozac can affect even healthy
individuals.
Pam Armstrong, co-founder of the Counselling and
Involuntary Tranquilliser Addiction help line, said: “I
have come across a huge number of cases, from bizarre
behaviour to aggression.”
Stephen Bryson, a surgical nurse, was prescribed
Prozac after a close friend died, and his associates were
alarmed by his increasingly bizarre behaviour. “I was
swearing, touching friends up in private parts and
would pick arguments for the sake of it and threaten
their lives. I ran around town stark naked and ran up
debts of £10,000. I became quite violent,” said Bryson.
“I had no awareness of... right from wrong. I was high
as a kite.”
Bryson eventually attacked his partner with a knife.
“He was saved by the bell. If the phone hadn’t rung,
I would have killed him.” Bryson was given a 12month jail sentence. Three months after ditching
Prozac, he was “back to my old self”.
Ramzia Kabbani, who set up the Prozac Survivors
Support Group a year ago, said: “People are going to
prison for what amounts to medical negligence. If
they’re throwing the book at vulnerable individuals, they
should be throwing the book at the doctors who
prescribe the medicine, as well.”
In the U.S., the widespread use of anti-depressants
and easy availability of guns is thought to be
responsible for mass killings. Eric Harris, 18, from
Columbine High School in Colorado, who last year shot
12 fellow students and a teacher, had been taking
Luvox, similar to Prozac. In 1998, Kip Kinkel, 14,
killed his parents before going on a shooting spree at his
high school in Springfield, Oregon, killing two and
injuring 22. He took Prozac.
Last month, a U.S. judge in Connecticut acquitted
a bank robber who blamed his behaviour on Prozac. In
what is thought to be the first ruling of its kind,
Superior Court Judge Richard Arnold freed Christopher
DeAngelo, a 28-year-old insurance agent, because the
defendant was unable to appreciate his actions were
wrong. Defence lawyer John Williams said: “This was
someone who was driven to commit crimes because of
prescription drugs.”
Eli Lilly said it has been successful in helping
defeat 70 other cases where alleged criminals blamed
their behaviour on Prozac. However, Healy said: “Eli

SPIRAL OF VIOLENCE BLAMED ON PROZAC
By Anthony Browne, The Guardian—UK, 3/12/00
Prozac, the world’s best-selling anti-depressant, is
being blamed for turning healthy, placid people violent.
It is thought to have led to crimes that include murder.
Clinical research to be published soon will show
that up to one in 10 adults who take Prozac can become
belligerent and pose a risk to others and themselves.
The study is the strongest vindication yet of mental
health campaigners, who claim dozens of people have
been wrongly imprisoned because of the effects Prozac
has had on their behaviour. In the U.S., school
shootings have been linked to a number of children
given Prozac and other anti-depressants.
In the first clinical trial of its kind, Dr. David
Healy, Director of the North Wales Department of
Psychological Medicine at the University of Wales,
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Lilly is legally trapped. They might like to admit that
Prozac causes violence, but they could open themselves
up to all sorts of claims.”
[JR: Here is proof from outside sources that Prozac
is a drug that turns normal, rational people into Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. The American drug
companies have duped the public into believing that
a pill is the end-all to our problems and now they
have our children hooked.]
THE LOWDOWN ON ASPARTAME
(NUTRASWEET)
By Dave Rietz, Sunday-Times UK, 2/27/00
Artificial sweeteners are marketed with the promise
of weight control, and the vast majority of people who
consume them do so to either lose or avoid gaining
weight. Folks, this is a fraud of gigantic proportions.
From 1960 to l976, there was virtually no change
in the number of Americans who were overweight:
roughly 24 percent of the population. However, from
the mid-l980s to the present, this number has more than
doubled to 54 percent! This coincides with the massive
infusion of non-caloric chemical sweeteners and sugarfree “diet” foods that are eaten by close to threequarters of the adult population.
Although several factors contribute to these
alarming statistics, I am convinced that our blind
acceptance of the most popular of these artificial
sweeteners, aspartame (NutraSweet, Equal, Spoonful),
plays a significant role in our current weight problems.
Far from helping us lose weight, aspartame has been
proven to increase appetite, especially cravings for
sweets. Imagine “diet” products that help you pack on
extra pounds! And aspartame’s downside doesn’t end
with weight gain: This sweetener is associated with
multiple health problems.
Aspartame May Cause a Variety of Diseases
Since aspartame came on the market in l981, it has
accounted for more than 75 percent of the complaints
reported in the FDA’s Adverse Reaction Monitoring
System. The most common adverse reactions attributed
to aspartame are headaches, dizziness, attention
difficulties, memory loss, slurred speech and vision
problems. This cluster of symptoms has become so
common that it is actually referred to as “aspartame
disease”.
Even more serious disorders have a suspected link
with aspartame. Is it an accident that the incidence of
brain tumors has increased by 10% since l975? John
W. Olney, MD, of the Washington University Medical
School in St. Louis, believes there may be a link
between the two. In an article published in The Journal
of Neuropathology and Experimental Neurology, he
notes that animal studies reveal high levels of brain
tumors in aspartame-fed rats. According to Dr. Olney,
recent findings show that aspartame has mutagenic
(cancer-causing) potential, and the sharp rise in
malignant brain tumors coincides with the increased use
of aspartame.
Could serious seizures and vision loss somehow be
associated with the sweetener? The U.S. Navy and Air
Force published articles in Navy Physiology and Flying
Safety with this warning: “Several researchers have
found aspartame can increase the frequency of seizures,
or lower the stimulation necessary to induce them. This
means a pilot who drinks diet sodas is more susceptible
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to flicker vertigo, or to flicker-induced epileptic activity.
It also means that all pilots are potential victims of
sudden memory loss, dizziness during instrument flight
and gradual loss of vision.”
What about multiple sclerosis, chronic fatigue,
rheumatoid arthritis, depression and other mood
disorders? I have reviewed scores of documented cases
of patients with symptoms so severe that they were
mistakenly diagnosed with one of these conditions, only
to have all signs of disease completely vanish after
getting off aspartame.
The FDA Ignores Safety Concerns
Yet the FDA has chosen to turn a deaf ear to
repeated requests by scientists, physicians and
consumers to review aspartame’s safety.
Aspartame has spelled trouble from the get-go. The
unique property of this chemical, which is 200 times
sweeter than sugar, was accidentally discovered in l965
by a chemist trying to develop an ulcer drug. Although
the FDA rescinded its initial approval because of
studies showing that it caused seizures and brain tumors
in lab animals, the agency eventually capitulated to
political and monetary pressure and in l981 gave
aspartame the stamp of approval. In doing so, this
bureaucracy overrode the 3-0 decision of a Public
Board of Inquiry, which had reviewed the scientific data
and had recommended delaying approval pending
further studies on the sweetener’s link with brain
cancer.
In the intervening years, safety concerns have
mushroomed. Ralph G. Walton, MD, Professor of
Psychiatry at Northeastern Ohio Universities College of
Medicine, reviewed all the studies on aspartame and
found 166 with relevance for human safety. Every one
of the 74 studies funded by the aspartame industry gave
it a clean bill of health, while 92 percent of those
independently funded revealed safety problems.
Aspartame Can Upset Brain Chemistry
Once you understand a bit about the chemistry of
aspartame, you’ll see why it can cause so many
problems.
Aspartame is comprised of two amino acids:
aspartic acid and phenylalanine. Aspartic acid acts as
an “excitatory” neurotransmitter, or chemical
messenger, in the brain, stimulating neurons to fire.
Problems can arise when aspartic acid is out of balance
with “inhibitory” amino acids that calm things down.
Phenylalanine also easily enters the brain, where it is
transformed into neurotransmitters that can further
interfere with normal brain function.
This is a likely reason why aspartame lowers the
threshold for seizures, mood disorders and other
nervous-system problems. This altered brain chemistry
may also be responsible for the addictive nature of
aspartame. Some patients report that getting off diet
soda takes more willpower than giving up cigarettes!
A Little Moonshine For You?
The remaining component, which makes up 10
percent of aspartame, may be the most dangerous part.
It is a methyl ester that breaks down after ingestion into
methanol, a nervous-system toxin also known as free
methyl alcohol or wood alcohol. Methanol is extremely
harmful to the optic nerve. A main ingredient in
“moonshine”, it was notorious during Prohibition for
causing blindness. Methanol is rapidly released into the
bloodstream, where it is further metabolized into other
harmful components, including formaldehyde (a known
neurotoxin and carcinogen) and formic acid (the poison

in ant stings).
Is it any wonder that many of the symptoms of
“aspartame disease” are neurological and visual?
Drinking a diet soda or two (and I’ve had patients who
drink at least a liter a day) delivers a powerful chemical
rush with decidedly negative effects. With this kind of
questionable history, who would want to consume this
artificial chemical, particularly when there are natural
and healthy sweeteners available?
Recommendations
Please take the warnings in this article very
seriously. Although some people are much more
sensitive to aspartame’s adverse effects than others,
damage is likely cumulative. Aspartame is particularly
harmful to children and the developing fetus. I strongly
urge anyone with an aspartame “habit” to get off this
harmful sweetener. For more information on the
downside of aspartame, visit www.dorway.com or send
a self-addressed envelope with six stamps to Betty
Martini, Mission Possible International, 9270 River
Club Parkway, Duluth, Georgia 30097.
Don’t trade one bad habit for another by switching
to sugar-laden drinks and sweets. Avoid most bottled
or canned sodas, teas and juices altogether. If they
don’t contain an artificial sweetener, they’re loaded with
some kind of sugar. Your beverage of choice should be
water. (Try perking it up with a slice of lemon.)
Sparkling water, diluted fruit juice, and homemade iced
tea flavored with the herbal sweetener stevia are other
options. A few drops of stevia also nicely sweeten hot
tea, coffee, cereal, yogurt and other foods. Stevia is
sold in health food stores or may be ordered from Amai
Health (877-989-9954) or Wisdom of the Ancients
(800-899-9908).
[JR: Most of the studies done were by—or paid for
by—the companies that manufacture these
sweeteners. Stevia is a natural sweetner and
definitely worth looking into.]
KOSOVO REBELS MASS ARMS
—YUGOSLAV ARMY CHIEF
Europe On Line, 3/9/00
BELGRADE, (Reuters)—Yugoslavia’s Army chief
said on Wednesday that Kosovo Albanian “terrorists”
were massing weapons on the Kosovo-Serbia border to
spread conflict to Serbia and provoke international
intervention.
General Nebojsa Pavkovic said that together with
their supporters in the towns of Bujanovac, Presevo and
Medvedja, just inside government-controlled Serbia, the
“terrorists” wanted to provoke a reaction by the Serbian
security forces.
“Their plan is for this to create conditions for
international intervention, allegedly to protect Albanian
rights and freedoms,” Pavkovic was quoted by Tanjug
news agency as saying in an interview with Thursday’s
edition of the weekly Vojska.
“With this aim, and under KFOR protection, they
are massing large quantities of weapons near Kosovo’s
administrative border with Serbia, and building facilities
for attacks and protection,” Pavkovic said.
Pavkovic said the Albanians were organising
military training on surprise attacks, ambushes and
diversions.
Leaders of the now-disbanded ethnic Albanian
Kosovo Liberation Army have denied links with a
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shadowy armed group that has emerged in Albanian
villages inside government-controlled Serbia.
Local Albanians and Serbs both fear a rerun of the
Kosovo conflict in the area after a series of clashes
between Serb police and the rebels, who say they are
only protecting their villages from alleged police
brutality.
Pavkovic added there were a number of illegal
organisations working to expel Serbs from Kosovo
through murders, abductions and other crimes and that
they also planned to conduct terrorist actions outside
Kosovo.
Deputy Serbian Prime Minister Dragan Todorovic,
a member of the ultra-nationalist Radical Party, said
armed Albanians in Kosovo and nearby villages in
government-controlled Serbia were spreading panic and
also accused the West of backing them.
“The Serbian Government expects ethnic Albanian
terrorists to intensify their terrorist activities at the
break of spring, with the help of KFOR and UNMIK,
especially in Bujanovac, Presevo and Medvedja,”
Todorovic said.
“They are doing this to destabilise us in their
attempts to create a so-called Greater Albania,”
Todorovic added.
Belgrade accuses Kosovo’s separatist leaders of
seeking to unite the province with neighbouring Albania.
The NATO-led KFOR peacekeeping force and the
United Nations Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK) have
expressed concern over the clashes inside Serbia and
stepped up controls on the border.
[JR: Well, how else could NATO win this
intervention conflict but through subversion and
working with the Albanian terrorists/separatists
through covert actions? This whole scenario is only
to wrench a greater Albanian territory from
Yugoslavia with the protection and aid of NATO
and the UN. I guess the KFOR peacekeepers are
there as observers to ensure the desired outcome.]
CHECHEN LEADER MOCKS RUSSIANS
By Colin McMahon , Chicago Tribune, 3/9/00
RIGA, LATVIA—Chechen President Aslan
Maskhadov said Wednesday that a furious
counterattack by his separatist rebels had inflicted heavy
casualties on Russian troops, and he accused Russia’s
generals of lying to their people about an imminent
victory in the five-month Chechen War.
Speaking for the first time since Russia’s claim to
have vanquished Chechen forces, Maskhadov dismissed
Russian assertions that his small but hardened rebel
force was on the verge of collapse.
Using a satellite telephone link from his mountain
hideout, he said separatist fighters had retaken parts of
the strategic Argun Valley in Chechnya’s south. He
renewed calls for international help in negotiating an
end to the conflict.
“All these comments of Russian generals that they
have won the war are pure lies,” said Maskhadov, a
former Soviet Army Colonel and Commander in Chief
of the Chechen forces. “On the contrary, we retook
several villages, and there is heavy fighting going on
around other villages.”
The Chechens often overstate their successes, yet
the deaths of more than 100 Russian soldiers over the
past week alone provide evidence that Maskhadov’s
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statements are not merely battlefield bravado.
Russian media reported that a Chechen ambush
wiped out nearly an entire company of elite
paratroopers from the northwestern Russian town of
Pskov—from 60 to 80 men—late last week in the
Argun Gorge. Also last week, at least 20 Interior
Ministry soldiers died in an ambush on the edge of
Grozny, the Chechen capital.
Just 10 days ago, Russian generals were promising
a quick end to the War. They had chased the more
than 2,500 remaining rebels out of Grozny and into the
mountains. They had pushed them out of Shatoi and
other mountain towns, where the militants had dug in
against Russian planes, tanks and artillery.
The Russian force of about 95,000 was inflicting
heavy losses on the rebels, according to independent
accounts.
Yet the Chechens have been able to lash back.
Over the past few days they have recaptured
Komsomolskoye and other villages that were considered
firmly in Russian hands.
Now Russian officials acknowledge that they are
racing time.
The Russians want to wipe out the rebels before the
spring thaw comes to the Caucasus Mountains. That
would open snowbound passes to the fleeing fighters
and provide new hiding places in forested areas.
Maskhadov took a chance in phoning two Western
correspondents from his mountain base. During the last
Chechen War from 1994-96, Russian forces killed the
Chechen independence leader Jhokhar Dudayev with a
missile strike after locking on to the signal from his
satellite phone.
“It is a risk,” Maskhadov said, adding that he must
keep on the move constantly to avoid Russian capture.
“But it is the only way to communicate our views about
what is going on.”
Russian forces have severely limited independent
media access to Chechnya. That policy and Kremlin
efforts to control reporting of the war in the Russian
media have helped sustain the popularity of the conflict
among the Russian people.
Partly as a result, acting President Vladimir Putin
also remains widely popular. The architect of the
Chechen War, Putin is expected to win in presidential
elections scheduled for March 26. The Chechen
offensive may be timed to coincide with that vote,
though Maskhadov stopped short of making that direct
link.
“The armed Chechens are trying to demonstrate that
they are still capable of fighting, that they are ready to
continue the War,” said Andrei Babitsky, a reporter for
Radio Liberty who was detained by Russian forces in
Chechnya, traded for Russian prisoners of war and only
recently released in Moscow.
He retains strong sources within the rebel
movement. “The rebels’ perception of reality is quite
distorted,” Babitsky said. “They believe that the entire
international public and journalists are watching the
situation in Chechnya and can reflect it properly. But
this is not so.”
In the interview Wednesday, Maskhadov repeated
his willingness to negotiate with Moscow and called on
international mediators to play a role. But he also
criticized the international community for not taking a
harder line with Moscow over the way Russian forces
are prosecuting the War.
Russian warplanes and artillery have killed

thousands of civilians by most independent estimates.
Human-rights groups and Chechen civilians have also
accused Russian forces of gross rights violations,
including torture of detainees and summary executions.
Moscow fully rejects any outside role in settling the
conflict, which began in October after Russian troops
drove Chechen fighters out of the neighboring republic
of Dagestan. Moscow also blames the Chechens for a
series of apartment-building bombings that killed nearly
300 people in Russia last fall.
Maskhadov and other Chechen fighters deny any
role in the terrorist bombings.
Though Maskhadov was elected Chechnya’s
President in 1996 by a large margin, Moscow deems
him a criminal and his presidency illegitimate. Russian
officials say they are willing to find a political solution
to the Chechnya conflict but cannot negotiate with
Maskhadov. They demand that he turn over to
Moscow the Chechen warlords Khattab and Shamil
Basayev.
Maskhadov said he has no intention of doing so.
Khattab and Basayev command two of the most
experienced units of the Chechen forces, and
Maskhadov said he remains in close contact with them
while plotting war strategy.
“I have given the order for a full guerrilla war
across all of Chechnya,” Maskhadov said. “Now you
are beginning to see the results.
“We have enough fighters and we have enough
guns. And if we run out of weapons, we can buy more
from the Russians. As long as there are Russians on
Chechen territory, we will not lack anything.”
The practice of Russian soldiers selling their
weapons to Chechen forces was well documented in the
last Chechen conflict. Maskhadov and other rebel
leaders say this conflict is not different.
[JR: This is another war controlled by the “media”
so as to minimize the realities of the raging conflict
still going on. Victory cannot be assured, as the
hatred by Chechnya will be borne by the coming
generations and will haunt Russia for many years to
come.]
FEDS SPIRITED BODY, DOOR AWAY
AT WACO, TROOPER SAYS
NewsMax.com, 3/10/00
In startling testimony, a Texas state trooper told
lawyers that what appeared to be a body and a missing
door were spirited away from the Waco scene just
before troopers took over the Mt. Carmel site from the
FBI.
Sgt. David Keys also stunned lawyers and
Government attorneys in the wrongful death case filed
by survivors of the Branch Davidian sect when he
testified that he overheard FBI agents talking about a
“fire fight” taking place in the rear of the compound.
The Government has insisted there had been no gunfire
in that area, despite infrared evidence indicating there
had been.
Keys, a 17-year veteran of the Texas Department of
Public Safety, said that about 4 p.m. on April 19, over
an hour before Texas Rangers took possession of the
Mt. Carmel site, his superiors ordered him to permit a
white van to enter the area “to pick up a body”,
according to James Brannon, an attorney for the
plaintiffs. The trooper said he saw an empty body bag
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inside the van.
When the white van left the compound, Keys said
he saw the body bag containing what looked like the
shape of a corpse, Brannon said. [This could have
been how David Koresh was removed from the scene—
alive.]
“The van that Keys saw could only have been kept
secret, at that level, by the military,” Brannon told
reporters. “If somebody was killed, they could just say
that he was killed in a training accident. It’s a mystery
who it was and we’re waiting for somebody in the
Government to tell us.”
“Keys also says that he saw something as big as a
door being loaded into a U-Haul truck. One of the
doors from Mount Carmel has been missing since the
day of the fire—the door that might prove that during
the Feb. 28 raid, the ATF fired first,” Brannon added.
Keys also testified that earlier on April 19, 1993,
while he was at the DPS Waco commando center, he
overheard an FBI agent say that a “firefight” was under
way at the back of the Mount Carmel compound,
Brannon said.
It has been alleged that the feds fired upon the rear
of the Mount Carmel site in the final moments of the
tank-and-tear-gas assault of April 19, in what may have
been an effort to prevent any of the Davidians from
leaving the inferno alive.
[JR: Don’t expect the government’s enforcement
agencies to admit any of this, as they have a trial in
May and will continue presenting their lily-white
version through their media.]
LONG SUPPRESSED REPORT SAYS RENO
COVERED-UP FOR WHITE HOUSE
NewsMax.com, 3/10/00
A blistering report, long suppressed by Attorney
General Janet Reno, says that special treatment was
given President Clinton, Vice President Al Gore,
First Lady Hillary Clinton and former White House
aide Harold M. Ickes during the investigation of
campaign-finance irregularities.
In an edited version of the 94-page report written
by former task force supervisor Charles G. LaBella and
obtained by the Los Angeles Times, the Justice
Department official charged that Reno and her cohorts
used double standards in the appointment of independent
counsels—naming them to investigate Cabinet-level
Clinton Administration officials, while refusing to refer
similar or stronger cases involving top White House
figures to outside counsels, according to the Times.
While failing to accuse the President, Vice
President, Mrs. Clinton and Ickes of committing crimes,
LaBella’s report cited questionable actions by them and
“a pattern of conduct worthy of investigation” by an
independent counsel.
He cited Administration dealings with various
Asian-American fundraisers for the Democratic
National Committee as well as with wealthy foreign
nationals that, he said, “suggests a level of knowledge
within the White House—including the President’s and
First Lady’s offices—concerning the injection of foreign
funds into the reelection effort”.
Noting that “half of the report reviewed by The
Times was excised to protect grand jury secrecy and
ongoing investigations”, the newspaper reported that
“Most of that missing information relates directly to the
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task force cases against Clinton, Gore, Ickes and Mrs.
Clinton.”
In one instance, documents obtained by the Times
show, task-force investigators eyed the timing of
Clinton’s appointment of friend and fundraiser Yah Lin
“Charlie” Trie to a United States-Pacific Trade
Advisory Panel in 1996 with suspicion. Trie was
appointed after he carried $460,000 in donations from
a Taiwan-based Buddhist sect to the President’s legaldefense trust fund.…
…Documents show that Ickes and Mrs. Clinton met
with a member of the defense-fund trust to talk about
Trie’s donations, and both the President and First Lady
agreed that the money should be returned.
“According to the report, none of the three—the
President, Mrs. Clinton or Ickes—informed the DNC,
where Trie was a major fundraiser, that he was bringing
in foreign donations to the Democrats, which was
illegal,” The Times said, noting that all three had a
probable fiduciary responsibility to warn Democratic
fundraising officials. The report charged that Mrs.
Clinton’s “potential criminal involvement” was a result
of her failure to alert the DNC.…
…Some of the strongest accusations targeted Vice
President Al Gore, who the report bluntly suggests
“may have provided false testimony”.
Regarding Gore, task-force documents indicate
skepticism of the Vice President’s “failure of
recollection” and other inconsistencies in his story.
The charge results from “a marathon fundraising
effort launched over White House phones in late 1995,
purportedly to raise unrestricted ‘soft money’, which
was outside the election-law ban on political fundraising
conducted from a federal workplace. The money was
for ads to help the DNC and state party organizations,”
according to The Times.
Gore told investigators he believed that no “hard
money” was raised or used for such purposes but DNC
records later showed that some money Gore raised
ended up in the DNC’s so-called “hard-money
accounts”.
Soft money is defined as unlimited contributions by
individuals, corporations and labor unions to political
parties unregulated by federal election law. Hard
money means restricted donations that can be spent
directly on behalf of candidates.
Gore denied he’d done anything wrong. He first
said he broke no laws because there was “no controlling
legal authority” covering such fundraising solicitations.
The DNC said that funds went to hard-money accounts
without Gore’s knowledge.
“Confronted with notes and memos indicating that
a November 1995 meeting Gore attended in the Map
Room of the White House included discussions about
raising hard money, the Vice President said he did not
recall such conversations or the memos” according to
The Times.
Other investigative documents seen by The Times
show that former White House Chief of Staff Leon E.
Panetta told FBI agents that he remembered Gore
“attentively listening” to discussions about the hardmoney aspects of the media fund and “walking through
the papers” as the November 1995 meeting
progressed.…
…Although Reno ordered the Justice Department to
undertake a 90-day review of the Gore phone calls in
1997, she finally decided there were insufficient grounds
to appoint an independent counsel.

Then, when a new memo from the 1995 meeting
was discovered, Reno launched a second 90-day review
to determine if an independent counsel should be named
to investigate possible perjury charges against Gore.
After department officials reported there was “clear
and convincing” evidence that Gore did not lie about the
matter, Reno again decided against asking for an
outside prosecutor.
“The action spared Gore an investigation likely to
overlap his presidential campaign,” The Times noted.
[JR: All those involved are well versed in the art of
the lie. We have a government run by the principle
of “hear no evil, see no evil and speak no evil” about
themselves and a Justice Department which operates
with blinders and conveniently never uncovers
enough evidence to require a full investigation, much
less an indictment. Wake up, America!]
CYBER-COP RENO TARGETS E-PRIVACY
By Julie Foster, WorldNetDaily, 3/10/00
Freedom of the press and privacy rights are
hampering investigations into cyber crimes, says a
White House committee report released yesterday that
recommends such laws be re-evaluated in order to better
protect citizens.
“The Internet has provided our world with
unparalleled opportunities,” said Attorney General Janet
Reno. “At the same time, the Internet is providing
criminals a vast, inexpensive and potentially anonymous
way to commit crime.”
Reno told a news conference the Internet poses lawenforcement problems like “the inability to trace
criminals who hide their identities online, difficulty in
finding criminals... in other jurisdictions”, and a need
for more trained personnel. “The working group
identified several areas where legal authorities and tools
needed to combat cyber crime are insufficient.”
The report said some private Internet companies
keep insufficient records to trace criminal activity.
Commerce Secretary William M. Daley, appearing with
Reno, said businesses must step up their efforts to make
the Internet secure and cooperate more with law
enforcement.…
…But the [CFR-controlled] American Civil
Liberties Union complained in a letter to Reno: “The
report treats the anonymity of Internet users as a
‘thorny issue’, rather than a constitutional right.”
Proposals to strip Internet anonymity “would chill free
expression in cyberspace and strip away one of the key
structural privacy protections enjoyed by Internet
users”.
The Privacy Protection Act of 1980 secures the
freedom of American journalists, scholars and writers to
publish freely by prohibiting all law-enforcement
agencies from searching for or seizing “any work
product materials” or any related “documentary
materials... possessed by a person... with a purpose to
disseminate to the public a newspaper, book, broadcast
or other similar form of public communication”.
However, President Clinton’s “Working Group on
Unlawful Conduct on the Internet”, headed by Reno,
complains the Privacy Protection Act “may now apply to
almost any search of any computer. Because computers
now commonly contain enormous data storage devices,
wrongdoers can use them to store material for publication—
material that the PPA protects—while simultaneously
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storing (in a commingled fashion) child pornography, stolen
classified documents, or other contraband or evidence of
crime.
“With the advent of the Internet and widespread
computer use,” the report continues, “almost any
computer can be used to ‘publish’ material. As a
result, the PPA may now apply to almost any search of
any computer,” the committee laments.
The committee’s conclusion left some Internet-based
publishers cold: “Features of the Internet that make it
different from prior technologies may justify the need
for changes in laws and procedures that govern the
detection and investigation of computer crimes.”
While the report has given Internet publishers the
chills, the committee’s conclusion is not unexpected—
various agencies, including Reno’s Justice Department,
have stepped up efforts to regulate areas of the Web.
For example, the Food and Drug Administration
successfully lobbied for $10 million to police Web
pharmacies.
Similarly, the Federal Trade Commission began
organized “surfing” sessions in December 1996 to ferret
out pyramid schemes. To date, the FTC has led some
20 surfs with over 250 agencies around the world,
resulting in the targeting of 4,000 commercial web-sites
“that make dubious claims, largely in the promotion of
health and diet products, pyramid schemes, business
opportunities, investments and credit repair”.
The committee’s report characterizes governmentsponsored surf-and-tell sessions as “educational” for the
companies it targets.
“[Surfs] offer an opportunity to educate web-site
operators—many of whom are new entrepreneurs
unaware of existing laws—instantly and directly. When
agency staff surfers identify a site that may have
problems, they send an e-mail message that explains
why the site may violate the law.…
…Internet policing has become a central focus of
law enforcement, according to the report, and presents
challenges of its own.
Because the Internet is a global phenomenon,
crimes can be committed around the world from any
location—a jurisdictional nightmare for law
enforcement. Reno’s committee recommends global
criminal-justice alliances, using current European
networks as a model.…
…The lengthy report notes in its conclusion that
a study must be conducted of state and local crime
laws to determine their sufficiency in investigating
and prosecuting Internet-related crime. In the next
two months, the Justice Department will hold an East
Coast and a West Coast conference with industry and
privacy groups to discuss prospective legislation.
[JR: The pigmies of power—through this study
group (CSG-1313)—are getting ready to write
legislation to regulate the Internet. This is
another ploy by Government enforcement to
eliminate our privacy and deprive us of our
constitutional right to seek and explore
independent news sources now available on the
Internet. The warning signs are there when a
government fears a knowledgeable and informed
public. Let’s make sure this super-highway of
information is kept open and prevent any
obstruction to information by the snoops in
Washington because of the possibility that 1% of
the millions on the Internet might be abusing it.
Who watches the watchers?]
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INDIA AND CHINA
PURSUE FIRST SECURITY DIALOGUE
Yahoo News—Asia, 3/7/00
BEIJING (AFP)—India and China began a second
day of talks Tuesday in their first ever dialogue on
security matters including the thorny nuclear issue,
diplomatic sources told AFP.
The Indian side at the talks is being led by the
Foreign Ministry’s Joint Secretary in Charge of
Disarmament Affairs, Rakesh Sood, and the Chinese
side by the Director General of its Foreign Ministry
Asian Department, Zhang Jiuhuan.
On Monday, an embassy official said the two sides
had an “extensive and wide-ranging dialogue on a
variety of issues including global and regional issues”.
He said “the atmosphere at the talks was frank and
cordial” and both sides “found that the talks were useful
for a better understanding of issues and the process
would continue”.
The current round of talks were to conclude on
Tuesday, the official said.
He refused to go into the details of the issues
covered so far but diplomatic sources indicated the
nuclear issue had featured.
Relations took a nasty downturn after India conducted
a series of underground nuclear tests in May 1998.
Beijing was furious after India justified the tests by
pointing to a perceived threat from China’s nuclear
arsenal.
China’s Foreign Ministry has made no comment yet
on this week’s talks.
However, a Chinese analyst, arguing that
neighbours mattered for “China’s economic strength and
military might”, called Tuesday for regional alliances to
“defuse international hegemonism by the United States”.
Writing in the official China Daily, Yan Xuetong
of the China Institute of Contemporary International
Relations said, “Regional alliances can rival U.S. power
and cut into its influence.”
“Not all neighbouring nations are friends China can
trust,” Yan said. “But they do not threaten China’s
security.”
Good neighbours were a key element in fighting
separatism within China, Yan noted, without mentioning
the restive Tibet—which borders India, where the
Tibetan spiritual leader the Dalai Lama is based—and
Xinjiang—adjacent to Central Asian republics.
“If separatists abroad get no support from China’s
neighbours, they will become frustrated and fail,” he
said.
“And China-based separatists without international
endorsement are not worth worrying about.”
Yan also said, “If regionalisation in East Asia can
expand to South Asia and the Mideast, Asia will
become a stronger world presence.”
China and India agreed to hold their current talks
when Indian Foreign Minister Jaswant Singh visited
Beijing last June in a bid to repair relations strained by
India’s nuclear tests.
India says China still holds 40,000 square
kilometres (16,000 square miles) of its territory in
Kashmir, while Beijing lays claim to part of the fareastern Indian State of Arunachal Pradesh.
The disputes drew the two countries into a brief but
bloody war in 1962.
[JR: China is gaining in strength by creating a
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coalition with her neighbors in Asia and also
mending fences. Strobe Talbot & Co. have to know
China is just as shrewd as they are. I wouldn’t like
to read the “fortune cookie” they have for us.]
NEVADA’S MYSTERIOUS AREA 51 EXEMPT
FROM TOXIC POLLUTION REGS
By Timothy W. Maier, Insight Magazine, 3/10/00
Don’t drink the water or, for that matter, breathe
the air in Area 51 because who knows what may be in
it. President Clinton doesn’t want you to know. He
has declared the top-secret Air Force base near Groom
Lake, Nev., off limits to national, state or local
environmental laws. For several years, Clinton has sent
a letter to Congress exempting Area 51 from all
environmental restrictions. The secrecy of Area 51 has
prompted scores of UFO enthusiasts to insist alien
autopsies are being conducted there. But, say news
alert! sources, the base is likely a center for black
operations dealing with sophisticated jets.
Clinton’s decision to exempt the base comes in
reaction to Washington attorney Jonathan Turley, who
sued the Air Force and the Environmental Protection
Agency about pollution concerns that he claims led to
the poisoning of five workers. The lawsuit was filed in
1996 after five former workers at the facility
complained of being exposed to lethal toxins at the site,
which is located about 95 miles north of Las Vegas.
One of the major concerns among families who
believe their relatives were poisoned is that doctors were
denied chemical reports, news alert! has learned, which
would indicate how the workers may have been
poisoned. Therefore, a proper treatment schedule could
not be developed. Clinton prevented those records from
being released, citing national-security concerns.
Ironically, the first time Clinton ordered the base
exempt from environmental restrictions, Oct. 3, 1995,
was the same day he apologized for the United States
engaging in human radiation experiments during the
Cold War on Oct. 3, 1995. Even that news was buried
in the media because Clinton made the announcement
the day that O.J. Simpson was acquitted on doublemurder charges.
The lawsuit against the Air Force was dismissed by
U.S. District Judge Philip Pro. Turley then turned to
the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, which ruled that
lawyers for workers or widows are not entitled to learn
what hazardous substances exist at Area 51 or how
they are handled—or, for that matter, if they are
contagious. The Supreme Court denied the subsequent
appeal.
[JR: The above is a perfect example of the
Government not having to abide by the laws they
create to control us. To hide the abuses, President
Bubba exempts military-base violations and sweeps
the toxic mess under the carpet of many colors (of
law), called National Security.]
OIL IS WELL WITH BUSH
By Tom Flocco, WorldNetDaily, 3/15/00
Given the continuing heating-oil-cost crisis in the
Northeast and rising gasoline prices throughout the
country, coupled with the reported role Kuwait is
playing in that process—a report by the Chinese Xinhua
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News Agency that former President Bush visited Kuwait
just seven weeks ago—notches a few rungs higher on the
“curious” list. This second trip to Kuwait by Bush—since
his son’s presidential aspirations became apparent—should
start to raise some eyebrows.
For while private citizen Bush met with senior Kuwaiti
officials according to Xinhua, there was no reporting about
the content of the high-level discussions and the former
President’s January trip was quiet enough to escape notice
by U.S. media. Given Kuwait’s role in the high fuel prices,
one wonders whether oil factored into the conversation.
Many American families have faced real home-heating
struggles resulting from oil prices having tripled since last
year; but now the public is poised for another financial
assault, as gasoline prices have already surpassed 1991
Gulf War levels with oil analysts projecting potential $2.00
per-gallon prices for regular gas by Memorial Day, if not
sooner.
As recently reported, American oil experts are
complaining about Kuwait’s strange leadership role in
pushing the current round of higher oil, given the financial
and human sacrifices Americans have made for Kuwait.
Moreover, those with good memories will recount the role
President George Bush played as prime mover of the
coalition, wherein American troops were sent off to save
Kuwait from the Iraqi occupation. “That’s gratitude for
you,” said one unidentified expert, quoted in the New York
Times.
Storm On The Horizon
With good cause, the Clinton-Gore Administration is
worried that skyrocketing oil prices will cause a series of
inflationary problems leading to higher interest rates by the
Federal Reserve Board, a potential stock-market collapse
and millions of highly stressed American budgets—right
before the November election. In a March 2 interview with
Fox News, former Energy Secretary James Schlessinger
said, “Oil inventories for summer need to be built now and
we are not doing so. I think it could cause trouble (in
November) for the party in office if this continues.”
Senator Charles Schumer, D-N.Y., echoed these
sentiments on CNN the same day, saying, “the economy is
being thrown off-kilter. OPEC (Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries) has dilly-dallied and we’re headed
toward $2.00 gas by Memorial Day.” However, an
examination of news report dates and comment relating to
Kuwait’s primacy in driving oil higher through OPEC—
along with Mr. Bush’s visits to Kuwait and a number of
other coincidences—points to some unanswered political
questions.
Former President Bush is so popular in Kuwait that,
according to Reuters reports, his picture hangs in offices
and residential buildings are named after him, and it is
common knowledge that Bush is Kuwait’s favorite
American—so much so that the Kuwaiti sheiks would
likely do almost anything to repay him for leading the
coalition in restoring the ruling class to its former royal
trappings of power. The question is whether the small
country is more grateful to President Bush personally [or]
to the U.S. soldiers who put their lives on the line in the
Gulf.
American pocketbooks were greatly affected by high
fuel-oil and gasoline prices caused by the Gulf War—which
contributed to the economic woes that President Bush
refused to acknowledge until it was too late before his
election. As a result, the agitated and hurting electorate
threw him out of office.
However, if the current course of events is maintained,
with George, Jr. securing the Republican nomination, the
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Governor is clearly the beneficiary of an American public
likely to be fed up with higher gasoline prices, grocery
bills, interest rates and any other consumer items related to
the current Kuwaiti-led push for continued high OPEC oil.
And then Al Gore gets to explain the mishandled economy.
But reporters aren’t asking the former President about
the two visits to Kuwait and whether [or not] the sheiks
sent signals that they would do anything possible to keep
the production cuts in place—or at least severely limit any
increases for as long as possible—to further disgruntle
Americans as the November elections edge closer.
Oil In The Family
Kuwait started making noises on Oct. 13, 1998, when
Reuters reported that Oil Minister Sheik Saud Nasser alSabah said it would push for oil-output cuts and “warned
OPEC and non-OPEC producers against violations and a
production war, stressing that Gulf Arab allies would suffer
the least as they could damage the economies of others with
their huge reserves and low crude oil production costs”.
Then, on Nov. 27, 1998, The Dallas Morning News
reported that OPEC “decided not to cut oil output further
and delayed until March 1999 any actions. ‘Until March,
there will be too much oil, and prices will probably fall
because of OPEC’s inaction,’ said Kuwait’s Oil Minister,
Sheik Saud.”
Suddenly, Reuters reported, a few days later, former
President Bush showed up in Kuwait to meet with his
Middle Eastern friends and was received at the airport by
Crown Prince and Prime Minister Sheik Saad al-Abdullah
al Sabah. However, no reports were available regarding the
subject of the meetings.
Since the Gulf War, Bush had visited Kuwait in 1993
and again in 1996, but now, in December 1998, he could
proudly tell the Kuwaiti rulers that his son, George W., had
just been overwhelmingly reelected Governor of Texas and
the family was now discussing whether the younger Bush
should follow his dad and gear up in early 1999 for a
presidential run in 2000.
On March 10, 1999, OPEC held one-day talks
regarding oil production cuts before the final session later
in the month, wherein oil minister Sheik Saud said they had
agreed to a “considerable reduction in current production”.
Then, as Reuters reported, Saud added, “I can describe the
current situation as a big step in the right direction.” But
the Kuwaiti Sheik then took a harder line, saying that “First
there must be full compliance with earlier, agreed-on cuts.”
That same week, U.S. News and World Report
declared Bush “The Man To Beat” in a big magazine
spread, as reports confirmed that the Texas Governor had
formed his presidential exploratory committee four months
after being reelected, so that he could begin to collect
contributions and recruit a staff.
Later that spring, Sheik Saud said, “We expect prices
to go up further with the start of winter in the northern
hemisphere.... It depends on how severe next winter will
be and how far demand will rise.” And on May 15, 1999,
Reuters added that “Kuwait expects additional compliance
to boost prices during the summer months.”
Kuwait’s price militancy increased dramatically after
the Washington Times reported on July 2, 1999 that
George W. was “flush with cash and may forgo matching
funds”, which would free him to raise and spend as much
as he wants from individual donors. For just 18 days later,
on July 20, Reuters reported that Kuwaiti Oil Minister
Sheik Saud said, “Oil exporters were not considering
cutting the size or duration of agreed output cuts, even if
prices rose further.... The commitment until the end of
March (2000) is concrete, withstanding any situation.”

By September, Kuwait turned up the pressure even
more as the U.S. presidential race began to draw closer.
Sheik Saud reiterated [Kuwait’s] opposition to any increase
in oil production and said the production cut agreed upon
in March may stay even beyond its expiration date of
March 2000, according to a Reuters report on Sept. 29,
1999. But Sheik Saud wasn’t finished, as a Hemscott
Information Exchange Report out of Kuwait City on Dec.
2, 1999 noted that the Oil Minister said, “The possibility
of extending the cuts beyond their March 2000 term has
now become a reality, and I emphasize the word reality.”
Six weeks later, on Jan. 15, as the Xinhua News
Agency reported, former President Bush arrived in Kuwait
again and met with senior Kuwaiti officials. That same
day, Reuters reported that Kuwait’s Oil Minister, Sheik
Saud, said he saw “full agreement” among the six-member
Gulf Cooperation Council to extend the cuts when they
meet later this month in the Saudi capital. No U.S. reporter
has questioned whether former President Bush influenced
the position of the Kuwaiti Oil Minister a few weeks ago
during their meetings.
Oil Is Slick
There are a number of compelling reasons to consider
Kuwait’s leadership in the push for higher oil [prices] and
their desire to limit expected production increases. First
would be their budget deficit, which resulted in large part
from the reconstruction expenses after the Gulf War,
projected at about 22 percent of gross national product—
one of the highest in the Middle East and North Africa
region. Higher oil prices would help to draw down that
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deficit.
But higher oil would also repay some old debts to a
former President who had come to their aid, only to face
being summarily tossed out of office right after his
crowning military moment because the economy had gone
bad.
High oil prices had created the inflationary environment
that wrecked Bush’s chances for reelection. Now Kuwait
could help former President Bush avenge his unfair
presidential loss to Mr. Clinton, impede Albert Gore’s
presidential quest by causing the electorate to become
uneasy and distressed about oil-caused economic problems
and help their hero’s son, George W., crush Mr. Gore—
Clinton’s legacy—in November, all while solving their own
deficit problem at the same time.
How? The Kuwaiti sheiks need only to convince
OPEC to hang tough with the production cuts until
summer—or at least limit the production increases. U.S.
citizens would just have to live with high gasoline prices
and their concomitant economic consequences for just a few
more months and everything would work out fine—for both
Bushes and for Kuwait—Americans none the wiser.
And when the dates, visits and quotes out of Kuwait
City are combined, there are just too many reasons to
question whether [or not] former President Bush may have
had some understanding about Kuwait’s strong desire to
increase oil prices—if just until Junior was safely elected.
However, absent an inquisitive media, the real truth may
only be revealed in the quiet conversations between father
and son after the inauguration ceremony.

In fulfillment of legal requirements, this is the first of four publications of this Public Notice.

GLOBAL ALLIANCE INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION

PUBLIC NOTICE
March 18, 2000
In its information package, the Association provides copies of several of its Public
Notices informing DEEDholders, and anyone intending to utilize the DEEDs as
banking reserves, that the DEEDs may not be used to provide funds for “high yield”
or “roll” trading programs.
Hereafter, any violation of this restriction on the use of the DEEDs will be
considered a breach of the Memorandum of Agreement and the DEED(s) in point
will immediately be rescinded.
If a DEEDholder has used a DEED to provide money to a “program”, the
DEEDholder was obligated, at the same time, to provide an equal amount of money
(cash or gold) to GAIA. Failure to have done so will be considered a fraudulent
breach, subject to criminal prosecution.
For the Board of Directors,

_________________________
E. J. EKKER, President

_________________________
DORIS J. EKKER, Secretary
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New Gaia Products
Order by Mail

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126

1999 Order Form

** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:
FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
FOR THE REST OF
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
CONTINENTAL USA
WY, NV
$
0-100
$6.00 $
0-100
$8.00
$ 101-200
$7.00 $ 101-200
$9.00
$ 201-300
$8.00 $ 201-300
$10.00
$ 301-400
$9.00 $ 301-400
$11.00
$ 401-500
$10.00 $ 401-500
$12.00
$ 501-600
$11.00 $ 501-600
$13.00

Order by Phone
1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
1 (702) 263-5181 FAX

(Please Print)
Name

Date

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES
NOTE:
** For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
** For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates.
** All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing
for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
** When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.

Street Address
City/Town

State/Prov.

Zip Code

Daytime Phone No.
Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

Expiration Date

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR ORDERS,
PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

Signature For Credit Card Orders

PRICE

Item

PER UNIT
$ 20.00
16
oz.
GAIANDRIANA LIQUID
32 oz.
$ 40.00
16 oz.
$ 20.00
AQUAGAIA
(Mitochondria)
32 oz.
$ 40.00
LIQUID
$ 8.50
GAIALYTE
2 liters $ 15.00
1 liter
1 liter
$ 3.50
KOMBUCHA TEA BREEZE
2 liters $ 6.00
16 oz.
$ 6.00
KOMBUCHA TEA VINEGAR
8 oz.
(FIBRINO-CARTILAGE)
$ 8.50
CARBRAGAIA
$ 15.00
3.25 lb
MELLOREAM BEVERAGE POWDER
“3 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES $ 18.00
60 CAPSULES
“4 IN 1” WILD YAM EXTRACT
180 TABLETS
A-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula
300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.
CHLORELLA
90 TABLETS
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS
— 30 Day Supply
GAIATRIM
180 TABLETS
GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract)
60 TABLETS
OLIVE LEAF
OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT
35 PG.

by James R. Privitera, M.D.

BOOKLET

60 CAPSULES
RARE EARTH CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
POSLIN CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES/450mg. EA.
ALOE PLUS 77

Alfalfa & Minerals
90 CAPSULES
ALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS
60
CAPSULES
NONI
30
CAPSULES
MEGA-MULTI VITAMINS
Whole
Leaf
Aloe
Vera
Concentrate
ALOE JUICE
1 liter
(10X STRENGTH)

SUPER OXY (CHERRY-BERRY) (CRANBERRY-APPLE)
BODY BOOSTER
LIQUID LIFE
GAIAGLO LOTION
HORSETAIL TINCTURE
GAIA VITE Colloidal Multi-Vitamin & Mineral
GAIACOL

Colloidal Silver with trace minerals & Trace Gold
suspended in a distilled water fluid

GAIAGOLD

Colloidal Gold

GAIA DHEA Colloidal Dehydroepiandrosterone
Colloidal Copper
GAIA CU-29
Colloidal Titanium
GAIA TI-22
GAIALIFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121++
PLEASE

$ 22.00
$ 24.95

$ 21.00
$ 24.50
$ 35.00
$ 24.95
$ 24.00
$ 2.75

S&H
included

$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 16.95
$ 30.00
$ 22.00
$ 11.00
$18.00

2 oz.

00
18.00
$ 18.
$ 20.00
$ 22.00
$ 20.00
$ 8.00
$ 10.00
$ 10.00
$ 56.00
$96.00
$ 20.00
$112.00
$192.00
$ 20.00
$ 10.00

2 oz.

$ 20.00

2 oz.

$ 10.00

1 quart
32 oz.
32 oz.
4 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.

Qty. Amount

USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART (located on the top of this order form)
WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR ALL New Gaia Products.

✴ FOR PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, BREAD PRODUCTS, MICROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS,
BEANS AND LENTILS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES.
PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

PRICE

Item
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.

Trace minerals & Colloidal Silver
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide

OXYSOL

GAIACLEANSE KIT

Qty. A m o u n t

PER UNIT
$ 8.00
$ 45.00
$ 75.00
$ 48.00

14-DAY PARASITE PROGRAM

Individual components sold seperately—call for prices

$260.00

GULF WAR SYNDROME “Starter Kit”
NICOTINE___

$
6.00
each

2 oz.

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND
ALCOHOL___

CAFFEINE___

SUCROSE___ STARCH___
○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK

○

○

○

$

✴ HITACHI (HB101) BREAD MACHINE
(Whole Wheat & Spelt)

BREAD MIX

✴

(Pure Spelt)

GAIASPELT FLOUR
WHOLE GRAIN

✴ GAIASPELT KERNELS

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

15.00
No Longer Available

(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED)

✴ GAIASPELT

○

$

3.50

2 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
8 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$
2.50
$ 5.00
$ 10.00

4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
10 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$ 5.00
$ 12.50

✴ PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix
5 Audio-cassettes

$130.00

✴ MAINTENANCE PACKAGE
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

$ 80.00

✴ MiCROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS
ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM

VORTEX KIT
ADZUKI BEANS
RED LENTILS
Please make all checks and
money orders payable to:

New Gaia Products

P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126

$1100.00
$

8.00

$ 50.00

50-LB BAG

No Longer Available

50-LB BAG
TOTAL

SHIPPING & HANDLING

SUB TOTAL
SALES TAX

Nevada Residents only: add 7%

TOTAL ENCLOSED

○

○
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FOR INFORMATION ABOUT
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC.,
MENTIONED IN THIS
NEWSPAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE:

THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED THE Phoenix Journals AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO
BECOME AWARE OF LONG-STANDING DECEPTIONS AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES
AT THIS TIME. SINGLE Journals ARE $6.00; ANY 4 Journals ARE $5.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE Journals ARE $5.00 EACH
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1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL....
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
21. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE
38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. II
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A PLANET—ZIONISM IS RACISM
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
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50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
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54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK
55. MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000—DIVINE PLAN VOL.II
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO THE PIT OF FIRE
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUM-BEAT!
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
61. PUPPY-DOG TALES
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
69. TATTERED PAGES
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
71. COALESCENCE
72. CANDLELIGHT
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73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.I
74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UNFOLDED VOL. II
75. TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES VOL. III
76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME
78. IRON TRAP AROUND AMERICA
79. MARCHING TO ZOG
80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82. RETIREMENT RETREATS
83. POLITICAL PSYCHOS
84. CHANGING PERSPECTIVES
85. SHOCK THERAPY
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
87. IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN!
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION LEGION
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS
90. TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH
92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD WITH THE CROOKS
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER PLAGUES
94. WINGING IT....
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
97. HEAVE ’EM OUT (Phase Three)
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND?
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN CONSPIRACY
100. BUTTERFLIES, MIND CONTROL—THE RAZOR’S EDGE
101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND CEMENT CHILDREN
102. SACRED WISDOM
103. CONFRONT THE NOW CREATE THE FUTURE
104. FIRST STEPS
105. AMERICA IN PERIL—AN UNDERSTATEMENT!
107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE...!
130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLER
“AND OTHER FORMS OF MURDER” (The Health Book)
222. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 1;
223. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 2;
224. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 3;
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